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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
"Central to th� individual ' s  grasp of reality, is  the use of language 
and symbols" (Church , 1 96 1 , p .  3) . As the young child explores the en­
vironment, language intervenes to shape and influence his awareness . 
Verbal language provides him with a way to deal with the world and the 
people and objects in it; it  also enables him to receive and relay informa­
tion.  Although verbal language is not essential in order to derive meaning 
from the environment and contribute to it ,  it is the communication strategy 
tha t is common to the majority . But what of the minority, i . e .  those who 
fail to develop the necessary lang uage skills to communicate adequately, 
who are handicapped in the learning situa tion and who are unable to order 
their world sufficiently? If they are to succeed in the acquisition of 
knowledge , they need to be identified early, diagnosed accurately and 
treated immedia tely . 
Few would dispute the need for thorough and meaningful measures of 
evalua ting language delay and/or disorder in children . Disagreement may 
well arise concerning the me thod of choice . The diagnostician/clinician 
has a t  her disposal an assortment of assessment s trategies; these 
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contribute in varying degrees to her clinical insight, whether she be in­
ter.es ted in an efficient indicator of receptive vocabulary or an in-depth 
asse ssment of cognitive skills . It is crucial to appropriate educational 
placement thafan a pproximate level of a child' s  ability be specified . It 
is likewise es sential for thera peutic planning that base line behavior be 
accurately de termined, i . e .  the question 11 Where do I begin? 11 needs to 
be answered. Base line behavior , when dealing with the language handi­
capped pre-schooler , concerns his ability to attend and discrimina te . 
"The young child must learn a t  a very early age to distinguish among the 
parts of his environment: color , shape , size , texture , distance , "  etc. 
(Gagne , 1 97 0 ,  p .  1 57) . These do not merely represent classes of lin­
guistic modifiers but rather, perceptual aspects of people and objects in 
the world . Attention to these features is integral to further discrimina tion 
in the learning process . Not only must he learn to discriminate but he 
must learn to attach verbal labels appropriately if he is to communicate 
successfully in a verbal world . In order to answer her own question, 
"Where do I begin? " , the clinician needs to delineate carefully what the 
child knows and does not know about the world in which he functions . 
The present investigation is concerned with contributing to this answer. 
The thrust of this study is to evaluate an experimental method of looking 
a t  child language , namely, Fea ture Finders . 
Feature Finders is essentially a test of language related behaviors . 
It approaches language asses sment from a v�ewpoint that requires 
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receptive and expres sive ability but focuses on the source of linguistic 
content, the environment, specifically, certain features that compose the 
world in which we function . I t  i s  based upon the ass umption that if a 
child's a ttention is drawn to certain features that are relevant to the prob-
lem solving proce s s , he will more quickly a ttend to those features on future 
occasions . That is , when faced with a s ituation where a particular feature 
is relevant he will be able to transfer from his previous experience which 
in turn may facilitate solving the new problem (Gagne , 1970 , p .  2 14) . 
This is basically vyhat happens when learning takes pla ce . Two kinds of 
discrimination are involved in concept learning : 
· l. We must learn to pay a ttention to only the relevant features 
of the stimuli and ignore thos e  that are irrelevant . 
2 .  We must make the appropriate discriminations based upon 
those features (Glucksberg , 196 6 ,  p .  12 ) .  
Experiments have illustrated that a ttention i s  closely rela ted to speed 
and capa city for learning and that it can be modified by changing the learn-
ing situation so that a child's a ttention is directed to the relevant features 
of the discrimina tion problem . Such research has been dramatically ex-
emplified by Gelman (Traba s s o ,  1970 , p .  2 2 6 ) .  She wa s able to teach 
young children to conserve despite the fact that they were theoretically 
below the age considered appropria te to do s o .  It has been shown that 
preferences play an important role in a ttention such that interest in color 
versus form s timuli can even impede learning if form is the relevant cue . 
It has likewise been demons trated that children who preferred color ,  
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learned more rapidly if color was the relevant feature of a task (Trabasso, 
1 97 0 ,  p .  226) . 
The perception of color or form may often arise as a fea ture which 
I 
bears close re�emblance to pa s t  situations in which a problem was solved 
on the basis of that fea ture . If the color or form solution is applied to the 
problem correctly , it  is reinforced and likely to be a ttended to again on 
future problems involving the same a ttribute . The learner develops a re-
pe toire of solutions based on a variety of fea tures . This repe toire of 
solutions is called _learning s ets . In his experiments with monkeys, Har-
low demonstra ted the concept of learning set, which is characterized by 
gradual improvement in discrimination performance over a long series of 
different problems (House and Zeaman , 1 9 6 3 , p .  2 1 9 ) .  
When solving problems , various abilities and behaviors are required . 
Verbal behavior may be considered one aspect of the problem solving 
proces s .  There i s  research evidence to suggest tha t problem solving is 
facilitated when concepts can be expre ssed in verbal language symbols . 
This is not to say that thinking is wholly a verbal activity, but tha t 
problem solving can improve if children can be taught to use language 
a ppropriately (Glucksberg, 1 9 6 6 ,  p .  14). Research by Kuenne described 
later supports this view (Mowrer, 1 9 6 0 ,  p .  2 44 ) .  
Church has s tated that " verbalization, in general, leads to an artic-
ulation of rea lity, whereby the solution to a problem becomes self evident 
without further analysis" (Church , 1961,  p .  1 52 ) .  In reference to the 
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"minority" mentioned earlier ,  " those whose verbal resources are limited are 
a t a disadvantage in symbolic problem solving" (Church , 1 96 1 ,  p .  1 5 7) . 
Fea ture Finders represents a new approach to the clinical teaching of 
.verbal learnin�. and verbal behavior in children.  Not only can a clinician 
assess performance on various a ttributes of language rela ted behavior, but 
he can attempt to teach these attributes in a s tructured manner using ap­
propria te s timuli . In short, it  allows the clinician to determine which a t­
tributes of the environment the child is not attending to, thereby establish­
ing base line beha vior from which to begin teaching a ttention to relevant 
features and their verbal correlate s .  
The tes t  kit itself consists largely of colored blocks , geometric 
forms , textured cubes and a small wooden box . With these materials , 
the following subtests are presented: 
1 . Spatial Relationships 7 .  Visual Closure 
2 . Gross Color 8 .  Puzzle Assembly 
3 .  Visual Memory 9 .  Problem Solving 
4. Negative Functions 1 0 .  Temporal Relationships 
5 .  Fine Color Discrimination 1 1 .  Tactile Discrimination - Shape 
6 .  Numeric Relationships 1 2 .  Tactile Discrimination - Texture 
In addition to the attributes and skills screened above , Fea ture 
Finders also affords the examiner a vehicle with which to observe s tra­
tegies employed by the child as he applies solutiops to problems . Al­
though most of the items are quite specific, there are several which lend 
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themselves to behavio ral observation. " There is need to provide a more 
detailed description of the behavioral symptoms which are characteristic 
of normal children functioning at diffe rent age levels (Chalfant, e t .  al., 
1 9 6 9 ,  p .  138f. These authors point out that such observation of behavior 
, '  
i s  useful for the purpose of differential diagnosis and treatment which may 
serve to link behavioral symptoms and neurological , biochemical and 
physiological correlates (Chalfant,  e t . al . ,  1 96 9 ,  p .  1 7 ) .  It is clearly 
--
evident that the clinician is , therefo re , involved with the whole child, 
not just  his linguistic performance . 
Berry has s tated that, "If today' s  student is to assume leadership, 
in this new territo ry (language) ,  he must pursue language disorders to 
their scientific , arti s ti c ,  and social taproots (Berry, 1 9 6 9 ,  p .  2 ) . "  
Feature Finders represents an interest  in the role of attention in learning . 
In this sense it  is langu age related since the features to be attended to 
·can be described by verbal means . Feature Finders begins to explore not 
. . 
only a child's right or wrong response to an item , but also his strategies 
for responding. Feature Finders may have the potential to tap vital in-
· formation concerning the child and what he knows about his environment 
in addition to how he goes about his expedition of i t .  A t  the present time , 
due to lack of normative data, the relevance o r  i rrelevance of the informa-
tion garnered by way of Feature Finders cannot be fully appreciated. 
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Statement of Purpose 
The prima ry purpose of tI:iis inves ligation wa s to evaluate the clinical 
u tility of Feature Finde rs . The basic methodological procedure consisted 
of genera ting ·,n o rma tive data on a population of pre school children and 
analyzing the resulting statistical characteristics . Specifically , the fol-
lowing questions were posed a t  the outset of this study: 
1 .  What is the shape of the dis tribution of Feature Finders scores 
for a popula tion of pre-school children ranging in age from 
3 , 3 to 4 , 9 yea rs ? 
· 
2.  Do s ta tistically significant differences exist between boys 
and girls for Feature Finders scores a t  each age leve l ?  
3 .  Wha t are the relationships between total test scores and 
all subtes ts for each subsample ? 
4 .  What are the temporal reliability characteristics of the 
Fea ture Finders for each s ubsample ? 
5 .  What is the Standard Error of the Mean and the Standa rd 
Error of the Mea sure for Fea ture Finders scores a t  each 
age level ? 
6 .  Wha t is the index of item difficulty for each of the items 
for each subsample ? 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Methods of language assessment vary both with respect to individual 
approaches and theoretical as sumptions .  The purpose of this chapter is 
to briefly review major assessment s trategies and to critically analyze, in 
some detail , the experimental psychology litera ture on learning theory 
which serves as the theoretical base for the Fea ture Finders . 
Methods of Evalua tion 
There are several approaches to consider in the diagnostic evalua tion 
of the language handicapped child . Typically, a maximum amount of in-
formation is desired in a minimum a mount of time . Conclusions are ex-
pected concerning the extent and na ture of the child 's  difficulty in addition 
to remedial recommendations • 
Analyzing a communica tion-impaired child is a complex task; it  in­
volves looking a t  many aspects of the child' s  development with particular 
focus on his receptive and expressive skills. It is not within the scope 
of this investiga tion to cover all diagnostic measures but rather to review 
several assessment techniques that would be put to use in defining com­
munication problems. The terms receptive and expressive will be used 
broadly in ca tegorizing these measures . 
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Receptive 
Peabody Picture Vocabulary Tes t  (Dunn, 1959) . --A widely used me thod 
of assessing a subject's ve rbal intelligence through receptive vocabulary 
is the PPVT. It i s  a s tandardized measure providing norms for ages 2 ,  6 to 
18 years. The PPVT requires only a pbinti "ng response on the part of the 
subject and i s ,  therefore, especially useful with non- verbal children . 
Raw scores can b e  converted to determine MA, IQ, and Percentile rankings . 
Ammons Quick Test (Ammons , Ammons ,  1 962) . - - This is a rapid screen­
ing index of mental ability also based on recognition vocabulary . The QT 
provides norms from ages 2 to 1 8 .  As in the PPVT, raw scores can also 
be converted to determine MA, IQ, and Pe rcentile ranking s . This measure 
tests the "visual percep tual recognition of basic concepts used in lan­
guage" (Ammons, 1 9 6 2 ,  p .  1 1 4) . 
Asses sment of Childrens Language Comprehension (Fos te r ,  Giddan, 
Star:k, 1 969) . - - This is a promising new measure, designed to assess the 
number of linguis ti c  elements which a child can proce s s  as well as the 
level of structural complexity at which he breaks down . The authors 
s tate that "it  provides a more precise description of the level at which a 
child is unable to proces s  lexical i tern s "  (Foste r ,  et. al . ,  p .  2 ) .  It is 
more preci se because it  pinpoints s pecific g rammatical s tructures that 
give the individual difficulty. 
1 0  
· Expressive 
Mean Length of Response· . - - This is a meas ure of expressive language 
development defined as the number of words per respons e ,  averaged over 
a sample of so··responses . It takes· into consideration length of utterance 
only, without regard to complexity of structure . It is , therefore , a weak 
· measure of expre ssive language though still in use (Shriner, 1 9 6 9 ) . 
Length-Complexity Index . - - This is a new expres sive language 
meas ure which affords the clinician a composite analysis of s entence 
length and complexity according to a numeric weighting sys tern . Norma­
tive data now exi s t  for 3- 5 year olds which enables the clinician to com­
pare results with the peer group in terms of verbal ma turity (Miner, 1969). 
Developmental Sentence Screening . - - The most recent clinical proce­
dure for the es ti ma lion of verbal expression in children is the DSS . It 
gives weighted scores to a developmental order of pronouns , verbs , neg­
a tiv.es , conjunctions , yes-no questions ,and "wh" questions . Percentiles 
of DSS scores are provided as a guide to the clinician in estima ting verbal 
ma turity of the subject (Lee , 1 97 1) . 
Receptive-Expressive 
Illinois Tes t  of Psycholinguistic Abilities .--This is perhaps the most 
widely known instrument for the purpose of assessing communication skill 
in children; i t  i s  the most comprehensive of available measures , designed 
to isolate disabilities . The ITPA looks a t  Channels of Comm uni cation, 
1 1  
Psycholinguistic Proces se s ,  and Levels of Organization . Once specific 
deficiencies are identified refr!edia tion can be planned to s trengthen and 
develop them (Kirk , McCarthy, 1 9 68) . 
I 
Utah Tes t  of Language Development (Mecham I Jex I Jones I 1 967) . --
The UTI.D a ssesses receptive and expre s sive verbal language skills in 
children from 1 to 1 5  years of age . The tes t  contains 51 items selected 
from other s tandardized sources . It i s  considered a checklist of normal 
language development to be used prior to a more extensive evaluation 
(Berry , 1 9 6 9 , p . 2 5 7) . 
Michigan Picture Language Inventory (Wolski , 1 9 6 2 )  . - - This measure 
includes a test of expre s sion , reception , and in addition, a test of lan-
guage s tructure . It is a s tandardized test to be used with children 4 to 
6 years of age . Expression is tested first followed by reception.  The 
subject is given credit on the receptive portion for any item previously 
performed correctly on the expressive portion (Berry, 1 9 6 9 ,  p .  2 58) . 
Rous ten Tes t  for Language Development (Crabtre e ,  1 9 58) . --This test 
is divided into two parts . Part I i s  a checklis t  for teacher-observers of 
the behavior of children within the 6 month to 3 year age range . Such be-
havior a s  melody , speech , accent, ges ture , articulation, vocabulary , 
and grammar are judged. Part II takes into consideration the 3 to 6 year 
old and tests several levels , channels , and processes . Items include 
vocabulary , ges ture and communication (Berry , 1 96 9 ,  p .  2 57) . 
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Northwestern Synta x Screeni ng Te st (Lee , 1 9 7 1 ) . -- The NSST i s  a new 
. 
measure of reception a nd e xpres sion rece ntly developed by Laura Lee . 
Ability is tapJ?ed by way of a series of plates to which a child must either 
. ·  
choose the appropriate one (reception) or repeat the appropriate sentence 
(e xpression) .  Basically the NSST looks a t  a child's comprehension a nd 
e xpression of language through various para meters of synta x. It is de-
signed a s  a screeni ng measure o nly.  
None of  the above tests e xclusively measures all  aspects of  compre-
hension a nd e xpression. There are certainly many additional i ns truments 
for tes ting spe cific aspects of oral la nguage . The tests reviewed share 
the common fea ture of i nvestiga ting a n  individual with respect to the 
communication model of e ncoding a nd decodi ng i n  a n  attempt to approach 
grea ter u ndersta nding of linguistic competence . Input-output, part of a 
u nitary proces s  i n  communication,takes place within a nd between i ndi-
viduals ; the source of what is encoded occurs from without, i . e .  the 
e nvironment (features of size , color, texture , etc.  which are o ne aspect 
of the e nvironment) . The tests described above , largely tell us that a 
child does not know . For the purposes of immediate remedial recomme n-
da tions ,  we need to k now what he does not k now . Feature Fi nders i s  
more tha n a s core or a level a nd ca n be easily adapted to a child ' s  i ndi-
vi dual needs , i . e .  a wise clinicia n  ca n a 1 ter the presentation of i terns if 
neces sary when a child is doing poorly, i n  order to get base line .  Feature 
Finders is the first tech ni que to approach a s se s sment from the viewpoint 
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of attention to features . In order to appreciate the philosophical and 
theoretical background of this· measure, a review of pertinent research 
will follow . 
The Featu.re Finders Test deals with learning; specifically, it is con-
cerned with attention and discrimination in addition to the role of language 
in the learning process . These factors were main considerations in the 
development of this measure and are pertinent in the use and interpretation 
of it .  An attempt will be m ade, as follows, to incorporate relevant re-
search and theories concerning these factors of learning and language as 
they relate to Feature Finders philosophy and language assessment. 
Attention and Learning 
Feature Finders represents a revival of interest  in the role of atten-
tion in learning . Among others, House and Zea man have done much re-
search in the area of Attention Theory, specifically with the mentally 
retarded. The basic assumptions of the theory according to these re-
searchers are as follows: 
I. Attention is limited to only one of the many possible stim­
ulus dimensions available to the subject at the moment of 
choice . 
2 .  Subjects may learn to attend to or disregard stimulus aspects 
as a re�ult of differential reinforcement. 
3 .  Cues for instrumental learning are those aspects of the 
stimulus which are being attended to. (House, Zea man, 
196 3 ,  p .  221) 
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House and Zeaman contend that moderately reta rded children can be 
trained successfully if their q ttention is focused on the relevant features 
of the task a t  hand . Their data tend to s upport the hypo thesis that 11 the 
reason for the.-.leaming deficit does not seem to be in the area of ins tru­
mental learning but rather in tha t of a ttention" (House and Zeaman, 1963 , 
p .  2 2 4) . 
Additional re sea rch on a ttention and lea rning was done by Suchman 
and Traba sso (Traba s so ,  1 97 0 ,  p .  2 5) .  They ins tructed pre-school c hild­
ren in a color and form sorting task after testing them for their preference 
for either dimension. If color wa s made the relevant fea ture , the children 
who showed a preference for color lea rned very rapidly. On tasks where 
color wa s not the relevant cue , lea rning wa s slow . The resea rchers con­
cluded that the "ease or difficulty of lea rning seemed to depend on the 
probability tha t a child would a ttend to and use the relevant stimulus 
feature" (Traba s so ,  1 97 0 ,  p. 25) . Trabasso ha s also cited an investiga-
tion done by Gelman concerning a ttention and conservation ability among 
children . She wa s pa rticula rly intere s ted in whether c hildren could be 
taught to conserve even though not at  the appropriate conceptual stage 
cited by Piaget. Gelman rea soned tha t young children fail conserva tion 
tasks because of some perceptual fixation , not because of lack of poten­
tial to comprehend . To test her hypothesis she designed the follwoing 
experiment. Conservation tasks involving length , number, ma s s  and 
volume were devised . Those children who failed all tasks were trained 
in one of two main conditions .  Those in the experimental group were 
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given a series of oddity problems • They were reinforced for correct 
choices and eventually began.to realize that certain features were rele­
vant and others irrelevant .  In a two-day period the experimental group 
handled 3 2  prqblems ,  half of which involved length as the relevant cue 
and the other half which involved number. The control group received the 
same training w'ithout reinforcement. This group did not learn which fea­
tures were relevant . After training, each group was tested for transfer of 
learning on conservation tasks of length and number, in addition to tests 
of mass and volume which were not part of the training . 
Results indicated that the experimental group responded correctly to 
9 4  percent of the length and number conservation tasks while the control 
�ubj�cts gave 2 5  percent correct responses . On tests for mass and vol­
ume (not included in training) the experimental group resulted in 62 per­
cent while the control group evidenced 7 percent correct .  This study 
demonstrated U�at children could indeed be taught to attend to relevant 
features in order to solve problems even though not at the designated 
s taJe for developing this skill (Trabasso, 1 9  70 . pp . 26-2 7) . 
Attention to relevant features as discussed above is not a recent 
contribution to the area of learning . Maria Montessori's educational sys­
tem was based on the following attitude . "That a child should train him­
self to observe; that he should be led to make comparisons between objects, 
to form judgments, to reason, to decide; and it is in the indefinite repe­
tition of this exercise of attention and intelligence that a real development 
1 6  
ensues" (Montessori , 1 97 0 ,  p .  7 1 ) .  Essentially the child is training him-
self to a ttend to relevant feat�re s .  'The focus of a tten ti.on i n  the Montessori 
approach entails discrimination tasks of all kinds including texture , color , 
I 
form . In a ve�.y real sense i t  is  difficult to separate a ttention and dis-
crimina ti on in the learning process for they are interrelated. The role of 
discri�ina tion in learning follows. 
Discrimination and Learning 
Perceiving the world a s  a series of distinguishable objects as adults 
do is the result of a long process of learning . The world to the infant as 
Kephart describes it, is a vague mass characterized by qualities of the 
whole . As the infant develops so do his perceptual learning abilities un-
til he begins to perceive the features of the ill-defined mass (Kephart,  
1 960 , p. 7 3 ) .  Basically, perceptual learning involves the ability to dis-
crimina te . Gibson (Gagne , 1 970) described perceptual learning as "in-
creasing differentiations of the features of the environment" (Gagne, 
1 97 0 ,  p .  1 57 ) -.  Gagne further points out tha t when the individual can 
respond to the above features as a class  he can conceptualize them .  
These would be considered concrete concepts or concepts by observa-
tion, i . e .  they are directly obs ervable (Gagne , 1970 . p .  1 7 2 ) . 
According to Rosenstein (1964 ) ,  the process of concept forma tion 
requires that a child mus t firs t see and experience an item so that he may 
distinguish it from others; Then he must abstract some fea ture or char-
a·cteristic of that item and retain i t .  He may then be in a position to 
17 
. relate it in some meaningful way to other items or objects which display 
the same feature as the one abstracted (Rosenstein, 1964, p .  341). In . 
short, the child must be able to discriminate and apply what he has 
learned . 
Two kinds of discriminations must take place before learning occurs: 
. 
1. We must learn to pay attention to only the relevant features 
of the stimuli involved and ignore the irrelevant . 
2 .  We must then make the appropriate discriminations based 
upon those features . (Gagne, 1970, p .  12) 
It s hould be emphasized at this point that discrimination learning is 
not confined to the visual process .  Environmental attributes as tested on 
Feature Finders are directly observable through three primary avenues of 
sensory comm uni ca tion--vision, audition and tac ti on . Each of these 
channels must be able to work independently. As tasks increase in com-
plexity, the need for keenly developed sensory systems both isolated and 
integrated becomes increasingly important . 
The Auditory Channel is one vital sys tern for processing information 
about the environment . It involves not only hearing acuity but central 
� 
processing as well . Difficulty in auditory processing would result in 
poor performance on auditory tasks including the following: 
1 . Identification of the source of sound 
2. Discr�mination of sounds and words 
3 • Reproduction of pitch, rhythm and melody 
4 .  Selection of significant from insignificant s timuli 
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5 .  Combination of speech sounds into words 
6 .  Comprehens ion of the meaning of environmental sounds 
in general (Chalfant·, eL al . ,  1969, p. Q) 
It is, therefore, integral to a test designed to tap attention to en-
1 
vironmental features, that auditory tasks be employed. On Feature 
Finders, performance in general is dependent upon a child's ability to 
attend to verbal directives (auditory stimuli). In addition, a specific 
auditory task has been included entitled "Temporal Relationships" which 
tests a child's ability to attend to and reproduce rhythmical patterns, 
which is a factor in the acquisition of spoken language. 
Of different importance to communication is the Visual Channel . 
Disorders of visual input result in poor performance in s uch tasks as the 
following: 
1 .  Visually examining the individual details of  an object. 
2 .  Identifying the dominant visual cues. 
3 .  Integrating or combining individual visual stimuli into 
simultaneous groups and obtaining meaning from the object. 
4 .  Classifying the object in a particular visual category. 
5. Comparing the resulting visual hypothesis with the 
actual object as it is perceived. (Chalfant, et . al . ,  
1969, p. 21) 
The above five aspects combine under the heading of visual percep-
ti.on. Several :feature Finders Tasks attempt to assess a child's visual 
a ttenti.on. All of the tasks require visual involvement to some degree; 
most require some verbal involvement as well, either in response to a 
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verbal directive or in verbal response to a visually perceived arrangement, 
s uch as the placement of the Qlock on the box, in the Spatial Relationships 
sub.test. Such subtests as Spatial Relations hips, Color and Number are 
language bouhd. 'lhey are designed to investigate visual- verbal relation-
ships. This term implies "parallel systems of specifying relationships or 
environmental arrangements " (Griffith, Miner, 1 970 , p. 2 ) .  The feature 
as well as its verbal correlate is under test. Other subtests such as 
visual memory, or closure, concentrate m visual attention and discrim-
ina tion without regard to verbal ability. These are not language bound . 
Sight and sound tend to dominate research on sensory input to the 
neglect of the Haptic Proces sing System . Yet our senses of touch and 
body movement provide us with such environmental information as follows: 
"l. Geometric informa ti.on such as size and shape 
2 .  Texture 
3 .  Qualities of consistency such as hard or soft 
4 .  Pain 
5 .  Temperature and pressure" (Chalfant, et.�., 1 96 9 ,  p .  4 1 )  
The above list concerns attributes perceived by the body. Dynamic 
body movement provides information about the body itself such as: 
"1. Dynamic movement patterns 
2 .  Static. limb. positions or pos tures 
3 .  Sensitivity to the direction of linear and rotary movement of the 
skull" (Chalfant, et.al . ,  1 96 9 ,  p .  4 1 )  
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It concerns information about how the child handles himself; behav-
ioral observation about how a child carries himself and deals with en-
. 
countered objects may provide important diagnostic information. 
I 
Failure to ... attend to such features as those outlined above, .
in particu-· 
lar - touch - deprives the individual of haptic feedback upon which many 
decisions are made . Haptic-verbal relationships would likewise be dis-
turbed and, therefore, language .  False tactile impressions would likely 
result in inaccurate verbal labels . For this reason, it was considered 
important to include tactile discrimination tasks both for shape and 
texture . It should be remembered, concerning the Hap tic Channel, that 
there are individuals who have no other way to comunicate except through 
this process. Research is needed, says Chalfant, et.£!_. , to explore the 
� 
compensatory advantages of using the haptic modality with children who 
have disorders in auditory or visual processing (Chalfant, e t . £!_ . ,  1 969, 
p. 59) .  
Feature Finders functions as a screening device of attention and dis-
crimination through the three modalities of Vision, Audition and Taction, 
in addi ti.on to their specified verbal relationships. Although verbal be-
havior symbolizes experience, in this case sensory experience, the ac-
tual role of language and learning is an issue yet to be resolved. 
Language and Learning 
There are contrasting views cited in the literature concerning the role 
of language, thought and learning. Researchers such as Kuenne, the Kendlers, 
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Bruner , and Church contend that verbaliza tion mediates problem solving 
behavior. 
Margaret Kuenne , an early researcher in this field, s tudied the rela­
tion of children' s  use of language to transposition behavior . She devised 
a set  of transposition tasks varying in difficulty for a group of children 
ranging in a ge from three to six years . The children were encoura ged to 
verbalize about the general principle of solution to the problems .  Results 
of the analysis of this experiment indicated tha t the older children per­
formed equally well on all transposi tion ta sks , while the younger children 
performed better on the easier of the task s .  Kuenne ' s  conclusion wa s that 
older children could better handle the transposition tasks because of more 
advanced ability to employ verbal responses , i . e . ,  in the older children,  
a shift occurs to verbal control over the discrimina tion task at  hand, thus 
enabling them to verbalize the elements of the problem and its solution 
(Mowrer, 1 959) . 
While this would appear to be convincing evidence in favor of verbal 
mediation , two other factors should be considered with respect to the de­
mons trated ability of the older children--ma turity and increa sed aware­
ne s s  a s  a function of experience . 
A more recent investigation in support of verbal media tion of behavior 
was done by the Kendlers (Glucksberg, 1 96 6 ,  p. 14) . They s tudied re­
versal shift learning in kindergarteners . Reversal shift discrimination 
requires the subject to choose the opposite of what he has just learned,  
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i . e . ,  he mus t  unlearn . If language is important in reversal shift perform-
ance a s  the Kendlers sugges t ,. then young children should not perform well . 
Their performa nce should improve with age and increased verbal skill . In 
their study, the Kendlers observed tha t kindergarteners with appropriate 
language found the reversal shift problem easy while those with poor verbal 
-
skill did not. These researchers feel they can improve reversal shift per-
formance in children witl) poor verbal skills by teaching them to use lan-
guage a ppropria tely . It should be noted that in the proces s  of instructing 
them to use language appropria tely , they would be focusing a ttention to 
the relevant features of the task a s  well . It is important to consider if 
language and/or a ttention is ins trumental in the solution of the problem . 
Bruner feels tha t children can better solve problems if they can learn 
to organize experience symbolically through language . He s tates that 
'.'the language children use is a s sociated with how well they carry out 
their ta sks " (Bruner, 1 96 7 ,  p .  1 6 3) .  It is his belief that language plays 
a n  increasingly powerful role a s  an implement of knowing a s  children 
mature . According to Bruner, ha ving the proper language helps the child 
take the final s tep in solving problems which may be perceptually con-
fusing, such a s  difficult transposition task s .  A child needs to organize 
his experiences and Bruner considers language the obvious means to do 
thi s . His views on the i ssue of language and learning are basically com-
pa tlble with the Kendlers and Kuenne . In opposition to these researchers 
is Jean Piaget. Piaget's view as interpreted by Hans Furth is discussed 
as follows . 
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Language a ccording to Piaget is a cquired and used like other symbol 
behavior and chiefly influences intelligence indirectly through the social 
educational impact of society. He does not consider language the indis-
I 
pensable tool !or thinking, but rather thinking a s  the indispensable tool 
for using language a ppropriately (Furth, 1 970 , p .  1 60) . According to 
Furth, Piaget does not mean to infer tha t  thinking can occur without sym-
bols a t  all . He contends , however, that langua ge i s  the appropriate means 
by which logical thinking in its most mature form is expressed . It is im-
portant to note tha t verbalization does not necessarily expre s s  all tha t 
an individual knows • 
· Piaget seems to be saying that langua ge i s  an indicator of ability but 
not a necessary one for ability to exi s t .  He de-emphasizes the role of 
langua ge in the development of thinking and problem solving. This view 
i s  in contra s t  to those researchers previously discuss ed .  It is difficult 
to flatly reject one theory for another as they both contribute to our insight 
concerning this issue .  Where then does language and learning lie with 
respect to this inves tiga tion ? The answer lies in a summary of the main 
i s sues raised in this section, i . e . ,  a ttention, dis crimination , and learn-
ing a s  they interrela te with each other and langua ge . 
It was initially stressed that learning is dependent on attention to 
I 
relevant cues . Where there are competing stimuli, language serves to 
focus a ttention to the fea ture in question. In a very real sense I therefore I 
language influences learning especially in the educational or thera peutic 
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se tting. While language can help us to deal with the concrete , i t  can a t  
the same time free u s  from th� immediate ,  i . e . ,  we can represent objects 
and events that are not present , or can refer to experiences tha t have 
passed or are yet to come . Language is a way to symbolize experience 
(Bruner, 1 96 4 ) .  Our sen
.
sory sys terns a re integral to experience . 
-
It was pointed out tha t sensory dis crimination (visua l ,  auditory, hap tic) 
is  interrelated with a ttention in the le�rning proce s s . ·Problem solving 
can be fa cilita ted when the elements of a task can be sorted out. Language 
serves a s  a means to organize elements or features of a problem solving 
situa tion . Experiments have shown tha t such problem solving beha vior 
may be related to ability to verbalize solutions . There appears to be a 
correlation between poor verbal skills and poor problem solving ability. 
This author feels that performance on a problem solving or learning task 
is not contingent on verbal skills but is certainly a s sociated with them . 
Poor language skills may be a symptom of poor a ttention skills . There i s  
no doubt that good language skills are essential in dealing with language 
related problems in a verbal world . The fact tha t communica tion,  written 
or spoken, is largely dependent on langua ge , puts the langua ge handi-
capped individual a t  a disadvanta ge in learning and communica ting. 
In conclusion , this author feels tha t langua ge and thought,  though 
independent , are interrelated for the above stressed reasons . Fea ture 
Finders , based on the theoreti cal viewpoints discussed in this chapter 
would , therefore , seem to be a potential contribution to the a s ses sment 
of language and learning. 
CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURE 
Selection of Subjects . --One hundred thirty-four subjects were selec-
ted on the basis of age from the ava·ilable population of pre-school child-
ren in the Central Illinois are a .  The following table lists the number of 
children selected from each source . Sources were selected on the basis 
of their willingnes s  to coopera te . 
TABLE 1 
LIST O F  SOURCES FROM WIDCH SUBJECTS WERE SELECTED 
Source 
EIU Home Economics Nursery School 
Mark Twain Elementary Kindergarten 
Mrs . Armstrong ' s  Day Care Center 
Mrs • Phillips' Nursery School 
Mrs . Swickard' s Nursery School 
Methodist Day Care Center 
Van Bellehem Nursery School 
Head Start 
Funland Nursery School 
Jacksonville Nursery School 
Central Community Church 
Adult Extension Center Nursery School 
La Petite Academy 
O ther 
25 
Loca tion 
Charles ton 
Charles ton 
Charle s ton 
Charleston 
Charleston 
Charleston 
Charleston 
Danville 
Effingham 
Jacksonville 
Ma ttoon 
Ma ttoon 
Ma ttoon 
N 
3 
11 
4 
6 
8 
3 
9 
24 
1 3  
21 
8 
9 
9 
6 
1 34 Total 
26 
These children were randomly selected in that each child within the 
designated a ge range had an �qua! opportunity of being chosen. The total 
population of 134 children wa s divided into the following three age 
ca tegories .  
Age 
3, 3 - 3,9  
3, 9 - 4 , 3  
4, 3  - 4, 9 
TABLE 2 
AGE AND SEX BREAKDOWN OF SUBJECTS 
Males 
20 
19 
25 
Females 
26 
22 
22 
Total 
4.6 
41 
47 
Selection of Examiners .--A team of eleven examiners ,  ten females 
and one male , were selected from the Department of Speech Pa thology and 
Audiology of Eas tern Illinois University .  All were trained in the area of 
speech pathology and had taken at least two courses in the area of child 
langua ge . They were experienced in the testing of children . 
Multiple examiners were used in order that the resultant Fea ture 
Finders Data would not be bound to the author, thus limiting the general­
ity of the results . Examiners were assigned te sting appointments on the 
basis of their availability. 
Training of Examiners . --A training ses sion was held in which the 
following points were reviewed: 
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1 .  Recording of Responses - Responses were to be marked on 
a plus or minus basis . 
2 .  Scoring Procedures -· Questions concerning a cceptable re­
sponses for each item were discussed. 
I 
3 .  Charqng of Observable Beha vior - A Behavioral Strategies 
Checklist was included with Sub tests 8 and 9 .  Observable 
behaviors a s  follows were to be noted: 
Immediate Insight 
Trial  and Error Accurate 
Corrected 
Trial and Error Inaccura te 
No Attempt 
Verbalization 
The purpose of this checklist was explained in that it wa s to be a n  a t-
tempt to look a t  total performance in relation to behavioral s trategies .  
It was pointed out that this wa s not to be included in the child ' s  s core . 
4 .  Presenta lion of Items - Since items were revised and new 
items added a s  of 1 971 , me thod of pre sentation was dis­
cussed for each Subtest .  
5 .  Test Forms - Each examiner was supplied with tes t  forms 
which contained the following information: 
Identification outline 
Score sheet 
Verbal directives and specification of materials 
for each item 
Each examiner was responsible to s core and total all responses for the 
children they tested . 
Testing Environment . --Each child was tested individually in non-
dis tracting environments wherever possible . Mos t  test situations a fforded 
the examiner and child the privacy of a separated room with little or no 
interference . There were three exceptions to this condition , where 
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testing wa s adminis tered in the presence of other people . It is felt ,  
however , that these conditior:is did not hamper performance unduly . 
Statistical Analysis . --The ques tions posed in this investiga tion 
were answereµ according to the following procedure s :  
1 .  What is the shape of the distribution of Feature Finders 
scores for a population of pre-school children ranging in 
a ge from 3, 3 to 4 ,  9 years ? 
In order to answer this question, measures of central tendency and 
dispersion were determined for each a ge group . For more preci se informa-
tion concerning the distribution of results , a table illus trating percentile 
scores wa s constructed . In addition to central tendency and dispersion 
measures , measures of skewness and kurtosis were computed to determine 
how scores distributed themselves around the mea n .  
2 .  Do statistically significant differences exist between 
boys and girls for Feature Finders scores at each age 
level ? 
A t test was computed for each group to determine if there were sig-
nificant differences between sexes a t  each age level . 
3 .  Wha t are the relationships between total test scores and 
all subtes ts for each subsample ? 
The statistic that was used to determine the relationship a s  stated 
in the question was the Pearson L· This determined to wha t extent the 
scores vary together and in what direction they vary. 
4 .  Wha t  are the tempora l reliability characteris tics of the 
Fea ture Finders for each subsample ? 
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Temporal reliability was studied on a pilot basis . Five children were 
randomly selected a ccording �o the Table of Random Numbers . They were 
retested approximately two weeks later. In order to determine the degree 
I 
of correlation between the two sets of score s ,  the Spearman rho was com-" -
puted . This resulted in a global index based on total scores . In order to 
compare results on individual subtests , three graphs were designed il-
lustrating mean scores for each subtes't for both initial test and retest a t  
each of the three age levels . 
5 .  Wha t is the Standard Error of the Mean and the Standard 
Error of the Measure for Feature Finders scores at each 
age level ? 
The Standard Error of the Mean wa s computed to e stimate the s tandard 
de via ti on that would be found in a dis tribution of sample means if the 
same popula tion were to be tested again and again . The Standard Error 
of the Measure will result in the same information for the individual in-
s tead of the population . 
6 .  Wha t is the Index of Item Difficulty for each of the sub­
test items for each subsample ? 
Items were scaled on a five point continuum from Easy to Difficult 
based on resulting scores . This is illustrated a s  follows : 
Percent Correct Responses 
For Each Item 
80 - 100 
60 - 80 
40 - 60 
.20 - 4 0  
0 - 20 
Degree of Difficulty 
Easy 
Moderately Easy 
Average Difficulty 
Moderately Difficult 
Very Difficult 
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To account for correct responses due to chance , a correction for chance 
equation was computed for each item . 
. 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Feature Finders scores were obtained for a population of 1 34 pre­
school children in the Central Illinois area . In order meaningfully to 
interpret these scores in answer to the questions posed a t  the outset of 
this investigation, statistical mea sures were applied . Tes t  results were 
examined in terms of characteristics of the distribution,  sex differences ,  
temporal reliability , standard error of the measure , s tandard error of the 
mea n ,  relationship of individual items to total score and index of item 
difficulty. Analysis of the results of these statistical treatments will be 
described in this chapter , with a view toward discussing the clinical 
u tility of the Fea ture Finders tes t .  
Characteristics of the Distribution 
There a re three ways to describe distributions: central tendency, 
variability , and shape . The mean i s  the mos t  commonly used mea sure of 
central tendency; it  is the arithmetic a verage of all the score s ,  providing 
a single score tha t is representative of the whole group . Variability is 
determined by estimation of the s tandard deviation, which indicates how 
sca ttered the scores are . These two measures were calculated for each 
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s ubsample and are shown in Table 3 .  Since the number of children was 
not constant for all sample s ,  N is given for the means and s tandard de-. 
viations for e a ch a ge and s ex .  
TABLE 3 
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS ACCORDING 10 AGE AND SEX 
Males Females Total 
Age M S D  N M S D  N M · · S D  N 
3t 40 . 2  1 3 . 2  20 3 9 . 9  14 . 4  26 4 0 . 0  1 3 . 9  46 
4 42 .2  10 .6 19 49 . 8  8 . 6  22 46 . 3  10 . 3  4 1  
4t 48 . 3  12 . 1  25 5 1 . 2  14 .6  22 4 9 . 7  13 . 4  47  
A given child's s core can be compared to the mean for his age group 
and sex . A s  expected,  s cores showed an increase a s  a function of in-
creased chronological a ge .  
For more precise information, percentile rankings were determined for 
each subsample . This indicates the individual ' s  relative position in the 
sample . A percentile i s  more definitive than the mean and s tandard de-
viation in determining where an individua l ' s  s core places him with respect 
to his peers . Lyman (1963, p .  110) states that percentile rankings are 
more useful for general purposes in tes t  interpreta tion because they are 
easily explained and understood . Percentile rankings for the three s ub-
samples are reported in Table 4 .  The ranks are based on a maximum 
s core of 77. 
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TABLE 4 
PERCENTILE RANKINGS FOR EACH SUBSAMPLE BY AGE 
Age Lowes t'  1 0  20 30 40 50 60 70 89 90 Highes t  
4 
8 
1 8  
2 1  
1 8  3 :4  36 
3 3  38 40 
3 2  3 8  42 
38 43 
46 50 
45 52 
4 7  
5 2  
56 
5 1  
5 3  
5 8  
5 2  
5 5  
6 1  
5 3  
5 7  
64 
63 
63 
7 6  
One would refer to this table to determine how a particular child ranks 
in comparison to his peers on the Feature Finders , i . e . , what percentage 
of the population fa lls above or below him .  If a child between the age 
range of 3 ,  9 - 4 ,  3 were to achieve a s core of 4 0 ,  he would be placed a t  
the 30th percentile . Seventy percent of the children performed better 
than he . 
In order to understand the overall performance of the sample on the 
test, it  is  necessary to determine the shape of the dis tribution of the 
scores , in terms of mea s ures of skewness and kurtosi s .  Skewnes s  refers 
to the s ymmetry of a distribution.  When there i s  a high concentra tion of 
scores at the nega tive end with a tailing off a t  the opposite end, a dis­
tribution is said to be positively skewed . When scores of a dis tribution 
are concentrated a t  the positive end with a tailing off a t  the low end, it  
i s  said to be nega tively skewed (Horst,  1 96 6 ,  p .  66) . According to the 
formula used to determine skewne s s  (Griffi n ,  1 962)  an obtained value 
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greater than + 0 .  SO i s  indicative of considerable skewne s s . For clinical 
purposes it is desirable to haye a negatively skewed dis tribution in order 
tha t the discriminating power of the test will be a t  the low end of the dis-
I 
tribution wher� the potential clinical population might be located. 
Kurtosis refers to the peakednes s  of a dis tribution , i . e . ,  the degree to 
which s cores are concentrated a t  the center or ends of the distribution.  A 
relatively peaked curve is termed leptokurtic . Mea sures are concentrated 
mainly a t  the center . A rela tively flattened distribution i s  called platy-
kurti c .  Discriminating power for this curve i s  located in the middle of 
the range . Mesokurtic refers to an e s sentially normal dis tribution of 
score s .  A value exceeding + 0 .  SO i s  considered by Griffin to indicate 
considerable peakednes s . Skewness and kurtosis are interpreted inde-
pendently of each other, yet they combine to provide a rather complete 
view of the distribution of scores for a population sample . Skewness and 
kurtosis values for the three subsamples in this inve s tigation are illustrated 
in the following table . 
TABLE S 
SKEWNESS AND KURTOSIS FOR EACH SUBSAMPLE 
Age Skewnes s  Kurtosis 
3� -0 . 7 7  -0 .41 
4 - 0 . 68 - 0 . 2 1  
- 0 . 2 2  -0 . 60 
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The skewness value of -0 . 7 7  for three-and-one-half year olds indi-
cates that there is a concentr.ation of scores a t  the higher end of the range 
with a tailing off a t  the nega tive end . The discriminating power of 'this 
I 
curve is locat�d around the low score s ,  i . e . , those children who would 
possibly need remedial help. The kurtosis value of - 0 . 4 1  indicates an 
�s sentially normal distribution in terms of dis tribution height. 
The di s tribution for four year olds resulted in a skewness value of 
- 0 .  68 . This indicates negative skewing to a slightly lesser degree than 
the firs t group. This s till serves to differentiate the potential clinical 
popula tion , however, since a range of low scores is s till being identified . 
The kurtosis value of -0 . 2 1  is still indicative of an e s sentially normal 
dis tribution of score s .  
Skewnes s  for the four-and-one-half year olds i s  minima l ,  -0 . 2 2 ,  
indicating an essentially symmetrical dis tribution i n  contra s t  to the neg-
a tively skewed dis tributions for the other two subsamples . This implies 
poor discriminating power for low scores in this age group . The kurtosis 
value of -0 . 60 indicates a pla tykurtic or flattened dis tribution. Again, 
this affords little discriminating power a t  the ends of the distribution 
which i s  important in clinical a s sessment . 
It is apparent that the distributions for the three-and-one-half and 
four year olds are the most discriminating in terms of identifying those 
who may be in need of further diagnosis or remedial help in the area of 
a ttention to the relevant environmental fea tures in a problem-solving ta sk . 
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The fact that the dis tributions for the se two groups are dis criminating is 
important with respect to clinical utility since this is the age range in 
which many children a re identified a s  ha ving language difficulties .  The 
flattened dis tribution for four-and-one-half year olds indicates that s cores 
were more widely dispersed with smaller concentrations around the mean . 
This shape dis tribution further implies that items on the Feature Finders 
test are of medium difficulty for the four-and-one-half year olds . The 
discriminating power for a flattened dis tribution is located in the middle 
which i s  not particularly useful in clinical settings , i . e .  , it does not 
identify enough low scores that might comprise a potential clinical pop­
ulation . It would be helpful in identifying the very lowes t  of score s ,  
More desirable , i s  a distribution which delineates a range of low score s .  
Such a range would include those , above the lowes t ,  who may still be in 
need of further diagnosis . In a flattened dis tribution this informa tion is 
los t .  
I n  conClusion, both skewness and kurtosis have been us eful i n  inter­
preting the distributions in this study. Skewness has contributed in 
identifying those whose scores are low and , therefore , those whose a t­
tention to features is poor . Kurtosis ha s been useful, especially, in the 
third distribution, by de termining the spread of scores concentrated in 
small clus ters about the mea n .  I t  seems evident that the Fea ture Finders 
tes t  is most sensitive for three-and-one-half to four year olds since 
these two dis tributions contain the most discrimina ting power for clinical 
use . 
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Sex Differences 
Differences were observed for males and females in overall performa nce 
. 
within each age level . Significance of these observed differences were 
I 
tested by meat?-s of a .l tes t .  The results are summarized i n  Table 6 .  
TABLE 6 
SUMMARY O F  l. VALUES BETWEEN SEXES FOR EACH SUBSAMPLE 
Males Females 
Age M M t df 
3! 40 . 2  3 9 . 9  0 . 0 5  44* 
4 42 . 2  4 9 . 8  - 2 . 32 40** 
41 4 8 . 3  51 . 2  0 . 74 4 5* 
* Any value less than 1 . 00 is nonsignificant regardless of df.  
** Significant at  the 0 • 0 5 level of confidence . 
Inspection of Table 6 shows tha t a significant difference exists be-
tween males and females in the four year old group, this difference being 
in favor of fema le s .  Because this result was inconsis tent with the differ-
ences in the other two groups , an explanation was sought. In an effort to 
account for the resultant difference , the data on the four year olds was 
re-examine d .  Although the mean of a dis tribution is sensitive to a l l  scores , 
it  i s  influence� by the extremes . It was hypothesized tha t the existence of 
divergently high or low scores could have altered the mean so a s  to create 
a significant difference but not necessarily a repre sentative one , i . e . ,  
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these scores might not be representa tive o f  the sample popula tion under 
tes t .  It wa s observed by scanning , tha t there were no extremely diver-
gent scores within the individual sex groups . However, between group 
I 
comparisons r·evealed the presence of three scores at  the upper end of the 
range for females which were beyond tha t of the male s .  In addition1 there 
were three s cores a t  the lower end of the range for males which were be-
low that of the females . On the premise that these specific scores may 
be nonrepresentative of the drawn population sample , and may be contri-
buting to a distorted statistical picture , they were delete d .  A .!_  test was 
performed on the remaining s cores which resulted in a non-significant 
difference of - 0 .  73 for the s e  children . This implies that the deleted 
scores may not have been representative of the popula tion and that there 
might not be differences between sexes for four year olds . Such inter-
pretation should be considered with caution due to the manipula tion of 
the data . However , the fact remains that findings were reversed by the 
exclusion of only three subjects from each sample . Sidman points out 
that we seldom ask how repre sentative a mean is of all subjects in a 
:'-
population . To how many subjects do such measures a s  the mean and 
s tandard deviation apply ? In this instance 1 the presence of a small per-
centage of individuals altered the results for the entire group. Elimina tion 
of these subjects resulted in a s ta tis tically different conclusion. It seems 
reasonable to a s s ume tha t these excluded subjects were indeed non-rep­
resenta tive of the population sample a s  a result of sa mpling error , and 
that there are no sex differences for the four y ear olds . 
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Relationship of Subtes ts to Total Score 
In addition to the descriP.tive mea s ures utilized so far, a nother way 
to view the s cores in a dis tribution is to observe the degree of relationship 
between the iq.dividual subtests and the total s core . In order to assess 
this relationship a Pearson r.. wa s computed for each subsample . This 
s tatistic provides informa tion about the degree to which the subtests vary 
with each other, i . e . , are they independent of each other ? It also pro­
vides information about the extent t9 which each varies with the total 
s core . A subtest that correlates highly with total s core i s  one which can 
be considered a predictor of total p�rformance . 
For the purpose of this study, a correlation coefficient of 0 .  80 was 
designated a s  the level, above which, two variables would be considered 
to ha ve a substantial relationship . Any value below 0 . 80 was not to be 
considered in interpreting degrees of relationship for this tes t .  An inter­
correlation ma trix was prepared for each subsample , illustrating the co­
efficients for each subtest in rela ti.on to each other and the total s core . 
These are s hown in Tables 7 ,  8 ,  and 9 on pages 4 1 , 4 2 ,  and 43 . 
Inspection of the ma trix for three-and-one-half year olds revealed 
that two items correlated to a substantial degree with total s core , namely, 
Gross Color and Numeric Relationships . The implication i s  that scores 
on these two subtests would be fairly good indica tors of total performance 
for three-and-one-half year olds . They might also function a s  s creening 
items in a shortened form of the tes t .  The remaining s ubtes ts do not 
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correlate with each other to the designated level of acceptance and are , 
therefore , considered to be independent of each other . They tap ability 
. 
relatively independently.  Performance on one subtest i s  not dependent 
I 
upon performa�ce on another for this age group. 
The intercorrelation ma trix for four-year-olds evidenced no correla-
tions of the designated magnitude of 0 .  80 . This i s  the case for inter-
subtest comparisons a s  well a s  subtest vs . total s core . The lack of cor-
relations reaching the criterion value of 0 . 80 implies that the subtests 
are again tes ting ability independent of each other. No one subtest varied 
significantly with the total s core . Therefore , total performance cannot 
be predicted from the results of a n  individual subtest for this age group . 
Each subtest varied independently of the tota l .  
Inspection of the intercorrela tion ma trix for the four-and-one-half-
year-olds again revealed the independence of the various subtests in 
tapping atten tion to feature s .  One subte s t ,  Numeric Rela tionships , var-
ied to a high degree with the total score . Recall tha t this subtest was 
one of the two which correlated wi th total s core for the three-and-one-
half-year-olds . For four-and-one-ha lf-year-olds ,  this subtest would 
also be a good indicator of total performance or could function a s  a 
s creening index. All other subtes ts continued to vary independently 
with total s core . 
It is evident tha t the Fea ture Finders is a heterogeneous te s t ,  i . e . , 
i t  is a tes t  whose items are relatively statistically independent (Guilford , 
TABLE 7 
INTERCORRELATION MATRIX SUMMARIZING FEATURE FINDERS 
VARIABLES FOR THREE-AND-ONE-HALF-YEAR-QLDS 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 · i-o 11 1 2  
2 . 7 7 
3 .� . 5 9  
4 . 33 . 1 9  . 2 5  
5 . 7 7 . 62 . 6 6 . 2 4  
6 . 61 . 36 . 53 . 1 3  . 60 
.t:>. 
,__. 
7 . 80 . 6 3  . 6 2  . 1 8  . 52 . 38 
8 . 2 0 . 1 1  . 1 9  . o o  . o o  . 0 1  . 13 
9 • 50 . 4 3  . 4 5  . 34 . 4 1  • 09 . 33 . 2 6  
1 0  . 2 3  . 1 7  . 1 7 . 1 8  : 06 . 04 . 1 5  . 0 9 . 2 1  
1 1  . 31 , . 0 7 . 1 4  . o o  . 2 3  . 2 0 . 2 0 . 1 0 . 0 2  . 5 6 
1 2  . 6 9  . 4 8  . 5 2 . 2 1  . 4 4  . 42 . 4 6  . 1 0  . 1 6  . 2 3  . 1 4  
1 3  . 72 . 52 . 5 6 . 1 8  . 4 7  . 5 8  . 52 . 1 4 . 1 7  . 1 9 . 32 . 5 5  
.. 
_ =  Correlation reached the designated magnitude of 0 .. 80 . 
TABLE 8 
INTERCORRELATION MATRIX SUMMARIZING FEATURE FINDERS 
VARIABLES FOR FOUR-YEAR-OLDS 
1 2 3 4 s 6 7 8 9 1 0  1 1  1 2  
2 . 60 
3 . 6 2  . 0 7  
4 . 34 . 0 7  . 0 8  
s . 69 . 44 . 3 S . 2 9  
6 . 4 8  . 3 S  . 2 7  . 1 4 . • 20 
.t:>. 
N 
7 . S6 . 31  . 2 9  . 0 8  . 46 . 2 3  
8 . 22 . 0 3  . 0 0  . 0 1  . . 2 0  . 0 7 . 07 
9 . 62 . 3 S  . 20 . 32 . s o  . 1 4  • 2 9 . 27 
1 0  . 2 8  . 1 6  . 08 . 0 4  . 1  s . 0 3  . l s  . O S  . 0 2  
1 1  . 34 . 2 6  . 1 6  . 0 2 . 0 6  . 2 8  . 07 . 1 3  . 1 6  • 2 S  
1 2  . 6 1  . 2 1  . 36 . 32 . 28 . 2 0  . 1 8 . 0 9  . 3 S  .- 20 . 0 1  
1 3  . S S . 4 4  . 1 0  . 0 6  . 3 4  . 1 2  . 2 4 . 1 6  . 2 8  . 2 8  . 1 3  . 3 7  
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1 96 3 ,  p .  3 6 3 ) ;  each measures something tha t no o ther subte s t  measure s .  
This i s  cons i s  tent with Fea ture Finders' theore tical and philosophical 
ba ckground . It was considered important to examine a child's ability to 
a ttend to the various independent features of the environment. For this 
reason integration of features was kept to a minimum throughout the tes t .  
Each subtest was designed around a specific feature or ,  ability . involv­
ing a fea ture . From the s tatistical analyses illustrated in the above 
ma trices ,  it can be concluded tha t the Fea ture Finders has accomplished 
what it wa s designed to do . 
Tem_Poral Reliability 
Interpretation of test results requires precise description , in order 
that we may know what obtained scores mea n .  I t  i s  equally desirable to 
examine the attributes of the test itself . One basic a ttribute of any test 
is its reliability. " Reliability refers to the consis tency of the measure­
ment" (Lyma n ,  1 9 6 3 , p .  3 1 ) .  A major dimension of reliability is s ta bility 
over time , i . e . ,  the ability of a test to rank order individuals in a similar 
manner when the measure i s  repea ted . Temporal reliability was inves ti­
ga ted in this study on a pilot basis . The Fea ture Finders was readmin­
is tered to five children from each subsample , approxima tely two weeks 
after the first tes t .  These children were randomly selected from local 
source s . No examiner rete s ted a child to whom she had pre viously given 
the Feature Finders . In order to e s timate the degree of stability over 
time , a Spearman rho , was computed for each set of scores from 
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each subsample . It was recognized a t  the outset, tha t the resultant co-
efficients would be conservative estimates of test-retest reliability, due 
to sample size . The obtained coefficients are summarized in Table 1 0 .  
TABLE 1 0  
SUMMARY O F  TEST-RETEST RANK ORDER COEFFICIENTS FOR EACH 
SAMPLE AS DETERMINED BY THE SPEARMAN rho 
Age rho N 
0 . 30 5 
4 0 . 90 5 
0 . 80 5 
Inspection of Table 10 reveals tha t the coefficient for the three-and-
one-half-year-olds i s  quite low indica ting that these individuals did not 
rank order themselves in a similar manner on the Fea ture Finders when 
rete s ted . The rho for the four-year-olds wa s 0 .  90 which indicates a sub-
stantial degree of test-retest agreement , i . e . ,  these individua ls rank 
ordered themselves in a similar manner for the two tests . The obtained 
coefficient for the four-and-one-half-year-olds was 0 . 80 .  Although this 
i s  slightly lower than the four-year-old group it i s  still indicative of a 
relatively substantial relationship between the two rank orderings .  
A modified Spearman-Brown formula was applied to the above data 
for the four-and-one-half and four-year-olds to determine how many 
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additional observers would be required in order to a ttain a reliability co-
efficient of 0 . 95 .  It was e sqmated that under 1 5  additional observers 
each , would be s ufficient to reach 0 .  95 for the four- and four-and-one-
half-year-oldl?.• 
Because of small sample size , reliability coefficients were larger 
than anticipated for the two older groups . These coefficients , because 
they are based on small sample size , indicate a substantial degree of 
s tability over time for four- and four-and-one-half-year-olds . The co-
efficient for the three-and-one-half-year-olds di verges markedly . 
Stability would be expected to increase a s  a function of age . Therefore , 
age might well be a factor to account for this result. Transfer of learning 
and examiner varia bility are two additional factors which may have con-
tributed to the divergence . 
The Spearman rho provided a global view of te st-retest comparisons , 
based on rank orderings of total score s .  In order to further interpret test-
retest performance on a subtest level , a graph wa s plotted for each sub-
sample , illus trating mean scores for each subtest ,  for both trials . Thes e  
appear a s  Figures 1 ,  2 ,  and 3 o n  pages 
Inspection of the graph for three-and-one-half-year-olds reveals 
that as a group they appear more s table than is indicated by their indi-
vidual rank orderings based on total score . Scores for both trials vary 
a t  the mos t ,  approximately one point. Small discrepancies , where they 
exi s t ,  show an increa se on the rete s t ,  implying a learning effect . 
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Fig. 1 .  Graph illustrating mean test-retest scores for three-and-a­
half -year-olds . 
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Fig . 2 .  Graph illustrating mean test-retest scores for four year 
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Fig . 3 .  Graph illustrating mean test-retest scores for four-and-a­
half year olds . 
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This study was not designed to inves tiga te learning effects , although it 
was anticipated that learning .might take place for some individuals having 
once been given the test. Increased scores are , therefore , being hypo-
I 
thetically acc?unted for by learning effects , since this would seem the 
mos t  logical possibility. On only one subtest,  Fine Color Discrimina tion, 
did the s cores decrease upon retest . This may be the result of examiner 
variability or subtest construction. 
The graph for the four-year-olds again revealed retest scores tha t 
were fairly consistent with the results of the first admini stra tion . In 
genera l ,  more learning appears to have taken place , i . e . ,  more subtests 
s how an increase on the retest for this subsample than was evidenced for 
the three-and-one-ha lf-year-olds . The subte s t ,  Fine Color Discrimina-
tion, was again the only subtest to show a decrea s e .  No subte s t  mean 
in ere a sed more than 1 . 4 po in ts . 
Mean te st-retest scores for four-and-one-half-year-olds revealed 
that transfer of learning again improved scores slightly for the majority 
of the subtests . A discrepancy of one point existed for only two of these.  
Three subtests showed a slight decrea se upon rete s t  which may be a 
factor of examiner variability. 
The graphs make possible a comparison of tes t-retes.t results accord-
ing to subtest� . In genera l ,  there are no discrepancies beyond 1 . 4 .  
Most discrepancies a re below this and quite small , In addition, these 
discrepancies show up as increa ses upon retest which suggests transfer 
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of learning . This would be expected , since these children were selected 
from a population of nursery s chool children who are involved in a daily 
learning situation, which often deals w� th the kinds of a ttributes tested 
on Feature Finders . In addition , their having experienced the test once 
would increase their confidence on the second tria l .  It is possible tha t 
if such a lea rning effect has demonstrated itself a s  a result of the test 
meas ure , it may be a factor in favor of us ing the Fea ture Finders as a 
teaching device . This has yet to be inves tiga ted and demonstrated . 
Standard Error of the Mean 
Feature Finders scores have been analyzed and summarized in terms 
of descriptive statistics . In order to determine how much confidence can 
be placed on such descriptive measure s ,  inferential s tatis tics must be 
applied . The use of inferen1*al statistics allows us tQ estimate the de­
gree to which a statistic based on a sample of ca ses will vary if the test 
were to be adminis tered to the whole population or many samples thereof. 
This requires the use of e s timates of error , the s tandard error of the mean 
and the s tandard error of the measure . 
The s ta ndard error of the mean tells how much the mean is likely to 
vary from one sample to the. next. This was computed for each sub­
sample and is illustrated in Table 1 1  . 
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TABLE 1 1  
MEAN , STANDARD D?VIATION AND STANDARD ERROR 
O F  THE MEAN FOR EACH SUBSAMPLE 
Age 
' 
M s o  SEx 
3t 4 0 . 0  1 3 . 9  2 . 07 
4 4 6 . 3  1 0 . 3  1 . 62 
4t 49 . 7  1 3 . 4  1 .  97 
The mean for three-and-one-half-year-olds is 40 . 0 ,  the s tandard 
deviation i s  1 3 .  9 and the s tandard error of the mean is 2 .  0 7 .  With 68 
percent confidence it can be e s tima ted that the population mean would be 
4 0 . 0  + 2 . 07 or between 3 7 . 9  and 5 2 . 1 ,  i . e . ,  the mean for this sample 
i s  likely to vary + 2 .  07 from one sample to the next, 68 percent of the 
time . With 95 percent confidence the mean would not vary more than 
+ 4 .  06 from the mea n .  
The mean for four-year-olds i s  4 6 .  3 wi th a s tandard deviation of 
1 0 . 3 .  The s tandard error of the mean is 1 . 62 . The population mean for 
this group would be between 46 . 3 + 1 .  6 or between 44 . 7 and 4 7 .  9 ,  with 
68 percent confidence . With 9 5  percent confidence , the mean would not 
vary more than + 3 .  5 1 .  
The results for the third subsample , the four-a nd-one-half-yea r-olds , 
are a s  follows . The mean is 4 9 . 7 ,  the s ta ndard deviation is 1 3 . 4 ,  and 
the s tandard error of the mean is 1 .  97 . With 68 percent confidence , the 
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s ample mean would not be expected to vary more than + 1 .  97 o f  the ob-
tained mean of 4 9 .  7 .  With 9S percent confidence , the mean would not 
vary more than + 3.  86 if the measure were to be repea ted on many sample s .  
The s tandard errors of the means do not vary beyond + 2 .  07 for each 
subsample . Based on small sample size these values are considered by 
this investigator a s  a cceptable measures of reliability with respect to the 
popula tion . 
Standard Error of the Measure 
The s tandard error of the measure reveals information similar to that 
of the s tandard error of the mean, but for the individual .  This statistic 
tells how much a particular s core might be expected to vary if the indi-
vidual were to be retested repeatedly . It estimates how close his obtained 
score i s  to his true s core . The· s tandard error of the measure was computed 
for each subsa mple and is illustrated . in the following table . 
Age 
4 
TABLE 1 2  
MEAN AND STANDARD ERROR O F  THE 
MEASURE FOR EACH SUBSAMPLE 
Mean 
4 0 . 0  
4 6 . 3  
4 9 . 7  
SEmeas 
1 1 . 6 6 
3 . 31 
6 . 03 
The s tandard error of the measure for the three-and-one-half-year­
olds is 1 1 . 6 6 .  This indicates tha t a child' s  true score for this subsample 
would lie somewhere between his obtained score and scores + 1 1 .  6 6  
6 8  percent of the time . This is a substantial amount of variability a s  was 
anticipated for this population sample , since the s tandard error of the 
measure is dependent upon the reliability coefficient , whereas the s tandard 
error of the mean is not .  In the case of the three-and-one-half-year-olds 
the obtained coefficient was low (0 .  30) . Lyman s tates tha t "the s tandard 
error of the measure is a way of expressing a test 's  reliability in an ab­
solute sense . • .  in terms of score units " (Lyma n ,  1 9 6 3 , p. 6 1 ) .  The 
obtained s tandard error of the measure i s ,  therefore , further indication of 
poor reliability for this group. As was mentioned previously , this may be 
a function of age , subject and examiner variability , and transfer of 
learning . It should be stressed , however, that this data represents a 
trend and utilizing a larger population might reveal different results . 
The sta ndard error of the measure for four-year-olds is 3 . 3 1 .  An 
individual ' s  true score would, therefore, lie between + 3 . 3 1 of his ob­
tained score and a score + 6 . 4 8 .  There is no set criterion for judging 
the a cceptability of a given s tandard error of the measure . Genera lly, 
the smaller the value , the better, and 3 .  3 1  repre sents a relatively small 
amount of variability on a 77 item te s t .  
The resulting s tandard error of the measure for four-a nd-one-half­
year-olds is  6 . 0 3 .  With 6 8  percent confidence , an individual ' s  true 
score would be expected to vary between + 6 .  03 of his obtained score . 
1his represents more variability than obtained for the four-year-old sub-
- . 
sample . Wi th 95 percent confidence the true score would be expected to 
I 
vary + 1 1 . 81 9_f the obtained score . A smaller s tandard_ error of the 
measure would be desirable for this group . 
" The smaller the s tandard error of the measurement, the more reliable 
the test and the more confidence tha t we can place in any score obtained 
by using the test" (Downie , Hea th , 1 95 9 ,  p .  2 2 2 ) .  According to this 
s ta tement , reliability is highest for the four-year-olds and lowest for the 
three-and-one-half-year-olds . In other words , an individua l ' s  true score 
could be predicted with much less variability in the four-year-old group 
than in the three-and-one-half-year-old group . Much le ss confidence 
can be placed in a three-and-one-half-year-old' s obtained score . Four-
and-one-half-year-olds show a modera te amount of varia bility. As was 
previously mentioned,  the s tandard error of the measure is  directly de-
pendent upon the obtained reliability coefficient. Such factors as learn-
ing , age and examiner and subject variability must be considered in ac-
counting for poor test-retest agreement and resultant low reliability 
coeffidents . Let i t  again be pointed out , tha t these s ta ti s tics were 
applied to the results of very small samples and represent trend data . 
Index of Item Difficulty 
It is apparent from the various s ta tis tics employed so far ,  tha t the 
Feature Finders examines a range of abilities or knowledge of feature s ,  
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i . e .  , the individual i terns on the Fea ture Finders vary in difficulty for 
each subsample . Certain iterps decrea se in difficulty a s  a function of 
increased chronological a ge .  This could be a result of ma turity, exper­
iences and learning . Item difficulty is important �or the clinician in terms 
of knowing where to begin within individual fea ture categories . In order 
to view Fea ture Finders in terms of the ease or difficulty of the various 
items , an index of item difficulty was constructed , based on the per­
centage correct scores . It was originally decided to compute a correc­
tion for chance equation for each item to rule out the possibility of chance 
success in performance . The formula according to Guilford (1 954) re­
quires the inclusion of the number of alternative responses for an indi­
vidual item. Certain items are quite a menable to this requirement, e . g . , 
the Visual Closure Subtes t--the number of alternative responses is  limited 
to the given choices , or no response . There are , however, several sub­
tests which do not have easily delineated alternatives , e . g . , Spatial 
Relationships . A child could hypothetically make an infinite variety of 
responses with the block . The correction for chance formula was com­
puted for several items with specific a lternatives , and there was no 
appreciable change from the original percentage correct figure . For this 
reason and because several subtests are not designed for such a formula , 
the correction for chance equa tion was elimina ted . The Index for Item 
Difficulty wa s ,  therefore , prepared according to the percentage correct 
for each item . A range of difficulty was determined a s  follows:  
Percent Correct 
80- 1 0 0  
60- 80 
40- 60 
20- 40 
0- 20 
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Range of Difficulty 
Easy 
Moder.a tely Easy 
Average Difficulty 
Moderate Difficulty 
Very Difficult 
The Index of Item Difficulty for each subsample is illustrated in 
Table 1 3 .  The age groups are arranged parallel to each other for each 
subtest, for quick comparison of difficulty levels for each subsample . 
Exact percentages for all i terns for each subsample can be found in 
Table 1 4 .  In general ,  inspection of Table 1 3  reveals that certain items 
in each subte s t  show a gradual decrease in difficulty a s  chronological 
age increa ses . Difficulty will be discussed in terms of individual sub-
tests as follows .  (See Appendix I for Tables 1 3  and 1 4 . )  
Spatial Relationships . --While there is some varia tion in knowledge 
of prepositions , inspection of the range of difficulty for each subsample 
reveals that prepositions become le s s  difficult a s  age increa s e s .  By 
four-and-one-half only "beneath" remains the most difficult item both 
receptively and expres sively. The easiest item for all subsamples both 
receptively and expressively is the preposition "in . "  Expressive i terns 
are consis tently more difficult than receptive . Observation of how child-
ren a ttend to the spatial relationships involved in an item reveals tha t 
they often a ttend to the absolute lo ca ti on of the block rather than to its 
relations hip to the box , e . g .  , when holding the block above the box , 
many children reply , "It's in your hand . "  Another example i s  when the 
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block is placed next to the box , many reply, "It's on the table " or "right 
-- -
there . 11 The ability· to perceive the block in direct relation to the box 
. 
a pparently improves with increa sed chronological age . 
I 
Gross Color . --All subsamples performed a t  the same level of diffi-
culty on the spontaneous portion of this subte s t .  Generally , · four- and 
four-and-one-half-year-olds achieved approximately the same percentage 
·of correct responses both expres sively and receptively. It was noted 
(with s urprise) that the color 'orange' was the easiest of all colors for 
all subsample s .  The implica tion i s  that children deal with the item both 
as a color and a s  an object (an orange) as well . They , therefore , ha ve 
more experience with its label . 
Visual Memory . --These tasks are of average to moderate difficulty 
for all subsample s .  Memory for three colors i s  easiest but s till of aver-
age difficulty for four- and four-and-one-half-year-olds and of moderate 
difficulty for the two older subsamples . Performance improves with age 
from three-and-one-half to four but then remains unchanged from four to 
four-and-one-half • 
. Nega tives . --All nega tive items are of equal amount of difficulty fo_r 
three-and-one-half-year-olds . "Is no t" and "none" both become easy 
for four- and four-and-one-half-year-olds while the contra ctions '.' isn't" 
and "don ' t" re�ain one level of difficulty below , with that of the three-
and-one-half-year-old s .  Apparently, the rules for contractions are 
unders tood by the majority of children but have not been completely ab­
sorbed by four-and-one-ha lf . 
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Fine Color Discrimination . --Inspection of the difficulty range for the 
three subsamples revealed that the transposi ti.on item , while of equal 
amount of ease for three-and-one-half and four-year-olds , becomes 
ea siest by four-and-one-half. Comprehension of the s uperlative "darkest" 
moved from average difficulty to modera te ease by four . The s uperlative 
"lightest" became easier by four-and-one-half . The fine color discrim­
ination memory task ranges from moderately difficult to very difficult. I t  
i s  very difficult for the three-and-one-half-year-olds . It should be re­
membered that this particular item is contingent' on visual memory for 
four colors which is difficult to begin wi th . 
It is sugges ted that this item might be revised to be les s  dependent 
on another skill in order to examine ability to the feature itself. 
Numeric Relationships . --For three-and-one-half-year-old s ,  numbers 
are a t  the mos t ,  of moderate difficulty. By four a transition occurs to­
wards moderate ease .  By four-and-one-half, numbers one and two are 
easiest both expressively and receptively . Numbers three and four re­
main of modera te ea se both expres sively and receptively for four- and 
four-and-one-half-yea r-olds . It wa s observed tha t expre ssive know­
ledge of numbers does not necessarily insure receptive knowledge for all 
children . Certain children were observed to count in order to arrive at 
the expressive answer . When tested on the receptive portion, out of 
examiner curiosity, it  was noted tha t the same child did not always know 
these numbers . This would imply that a child ' s  ability to count does not 
necessarily mean he has a stable knowledge of the actual quantity. 
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Equivalence and Conserva tion were included in the Numeric Subtest 
but tallied separately on the Index. It  a ppeared that knowledge of Equiv-
alence is moderately easy across the three· subsamples . For some three-
I 
a nd-one-half-year-olds this would imply tha t knowledge of numbers per 
se is  not a prerequisite to the recognition of the equivalence of two sets 
of objects . Conserva tion Task I ,  of a verage difficulty for three-and-one-
half-year-olds becomes moderately easy for four- and four-and-one-ha lf-
year-olds . Three-and-one-half-year-olds are a pparently more influenced 
by the perceptual impact of the spatial relationships involved in this ta sk . 
Conserva tion Ta sks II and III remain of moderate difficulty for all sub-
samples . These children are being substantially influenced by the spa-
tial relationship feature involve d .  
Visual Closure .--The less complex of the two tasks is moderately 
easy for all children , while the complex task is very difficult for three-
and-one-half-year-olds and moderately difficult for four- and four-and-
one-half-year-olds . There is  a n  evident gap in the range of difficulty 
for this subtest implying the need for an intermediate ta s k .  
Puzzle Assembly . --The two-tower stack is the easiest of all items 
on this subtest for all subsample s .  The su.perlative "littlest" is also 
moderately easy for all subsamples , while "biggest" becomes easy for 
four- and four-and-one-half-year-olds . This makes sense , since the 
word "biggest" is  semantically powerful for young children . They might, 
therefore , have more experience with this modifier as opposed to "littles t . "  
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The manipulative ta sks , Big Tower and Double Steps , do not range 
higher than moderately difficult for all  subsamples . The four-block pat-
tern is of moderate difficulty for three-and-one-half- . and four-year-olds 
I 
and then becoines of average difficulty for: four-and-one-half- year-olds . 
Problem Solving . --Both the Stacking task and the Size ta sk are very 
difficult for three-and-one-half-yea r-olds . Size remains a t  this level of 
difficulty for four- and four-and-one-half-year-olds .  It i s  felt tha t both 
these i terns need to be redesigned or eliminated since they are not very 
discrimina ting . We know little a bout what the "normal" child knows 
about problem solving , involving size for example . It may be tha t these 
items are too abstract for such a concrete test a s  Feature Finders . 
Temporal Relationships . --Three-and-one-half-year-olds found this 
task a s  a whole , very difficult. The pat tern , * * ,  wa s the only one of 
moderate ease for this subsample . This same pattern became easiest for 
four- and four-and-one-half-year-olds while , ** * * ,  and , * ***,  moved 
to the moderately difficult range for these same children.  The pa ttern 
, * *  * * ,  appears to be the next easiest i tem of all  after , ** . This is a 
clinically useful fact to be considered when working on rhythms . 
Tactile Discrimina tion - Shape . --This subtest was divided into two 
tasks . One was actual tactile discrimina tion without visual input. The 
other wa s a ma tching ta sk requiring the child to place the three dimen-
sional forms in the appropriate inserts . On the first ta sk , the sphere was 
the easiest of all items to discriminate by touch . The cube was moderately 
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easy for all , while the pyramid wa s of a verage difficulty for three-and­
one-half- . and four-year-old s ,  The pyramid became moderately easy for 
the four-and-one-half-year-old subsa mple . Order of presentation may be 
a factor on this ta sk . However , it  was observed that many children would 
choose the cube in place of the pyramid , apparently a ttending to the edges 
and corners ,  not the integrated shape . 
In the insert matching ta sk , all were of moderate ease for three-and­
one-half-year-olds .  The cube, cone and pyramid became easiest for 
four- and four-and-one-half-year-olds while the rectangle , cylinder and 
s phere remained moderately easy . The children had a tendency to place 
the sphere in the cylinder insert and vice versa . Apparently , they were 
a ttending to the general feature af'rrundnes s  and not to the specific a s­
pects of each shape . Many children did not pass the rectangle item be­
cause they failed to place it  in the insert. They placed it  over instead. 
It seems they a ttended to the broad a s pect of the rectangle and not the 
narrow a spect which would have led them to a correct ma tch . 
Tactile Discrimina tion - Texture . --This subtest wa s divided into an 
actual tactile dis crimination ta sk and. an expres sive ta sk concerning the 
descriptives involved . On the tactile discrimination ta sk , "rough " was 
the easiest for all . It should be noted,  however,  tha t this was the last  
item to be selected. Learning could have taken place previous to this 
i te m .  " Soft" and " smooth" alternated from moderately easy to a verage 
difficulty for three-and-one-half- and four-year-olds, while soft became 
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easiest for four-and-one-half-year-olds . With respect to the linguistic 
modifiers "rough 11 and " soft , "  rough is of moderate ease for three-and-. 
. 
one-half-year-olds while soft became easiest by four- and-one-half. 
Rough remaine� of moderate ease . 
The Index a s  described and illustrated has helped put in perspective 
all 77 items on the Fea ture Finders in terms of degree of ea se or difficulty 
for all subsamples . It is clinically useful to refer to such a n  index , when 
de termining a s tarting point for therapy. 
There are several items that would be considered non-discriminating 
for the samples tested . They would be even less discriminating for the 
clinicial popula tion . It is recommended tha t further revisions consider 
the exclusion or revision of these items since they are not clinically useful. 
It is suggested tha t the preposition "beneath" be eliminated on the 
basis that it is very difficult for all subsamples and i s ,  therefore , not a 
very discriminating item . The Problem Solving subte s t  for Size should be 
revised to examine a child' s  a ttention to this feature more meaningfully . 
What appears to be a straightforward task to an adult is a pparently quite 
abstract to children.  The Stacking task in this subtest is of moderate 
difficulty for all subsamples . I t ,  therefore , does not discriminate be-
tween age groups . It is possible that the na ture of this task is abs tract 
and that stacking the blocks is more of an adult solution to this problem .  
Revision or elimination is sugges ted . The Fine Color discrimination task 
i s  based on visual memory for four shades . It is recommended that this 
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be simplified to three shade s ,  since memory for four colors has already 
been demons trated a s  a moder.a tely difficult task for all subsamples . 
On the Numeric Relationships subtest i t  was pointed out that expres­
sive knowledge a s  a ccepted on the Fea ture Finders does not guarantee 
receptive knowledge of the same i tem . This same behavior ha s been ob­
served on the prepositions and the colors . Let it  be empha sized that this 
was not a common impression , however, since the examiners were not in­
s tructed to look for this behavior. Therefore , it may be more prevalent 
than noted. It is felt that expressive and receptive knowledge of concepts 
should be investigated further to see if there i s  a substantial discrepancy 
or even a trend in this respect . 
It is finally recommended concerning the Tactile Discrimination sub­
tests tha t after a child discriminates an object it be re turned to the s a ck 
so that all objects are being discrimina ted from equal environments . This 
refers to shape and texture . 
It wa s originally decided that besides analyzing Feature Finders re­
sults in terms of responses i t  would be meaningful to observe how a child 
responds . This was in reference to certain items which require manipula­
tion on the part of the child. A Behavioral Strategies Checklist  was de­
signed with the purpose of observing how a child proceeds in his response . 
This checkli st  included the follo.wing strategies : Immediate Insight, Tria l  
and Error Accura te , Corrected, Trial and Error Inaccura te , N o  Response 
and Verbalization . These were to be checked off on the ba sis of overall 
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performance on the Puzzle Assembly and Problem Solving subtests . It was 
discovered that these behavi<?rs could be checked off easily but only on 
individual items . In other words , it  was difficult and unfair to chara cter-
. I 
ize a child ' s  S?verall performance by one stra tegy when .different s trategies 
were observed for different items in the subtest .  For this reason, the 
Checklist was abandoned . It i s  potentially a good idea , since it  forces 
the examiner to look a t  more than the child' s  right or wrong response . 
However, i t  would need to be designed for individual items instead. 
The major findings of this s tudy can be summarized as follows .  
The distribution of total test scores for each subsample was analyzed 
in terms of central tendency , variability and shape . Mea sures of skew-
ness indicated a nega tively skewed dis tribution for three-and-one-half-
and four-year-olds . The discriminative power i s ,  therefore , located a t  
the low end of the range ' where the potential clinical population would 
be found . Kurtosis measures for these indicated an e ssentially normal 
distribution of score s .  The skewness value for four-and-one-half-year-
olds wa s minimal indicating that Fea ture Finders has poor discriminating 
power for this group. The kurtosis value indicated a pla tykurtic or flat-
tened dis tribution . Discriminating power for this kind of dis tribution is 
located in the middle range which is not particularly useful clinically. 
To determine if there were significant sex difference s ,  a !_  test was 
applied to the mean scores for boys and girls in each subsample . Initially , 
no significant differences were found for three-and-one-ha lf- and four-
and:-one-half-year-olds . A s ignificant difference wa s found for the four-
year-olds . Because this wa s a n  inconsistent result . the data were further 
. 
. 
analyzed for this age group . Extreme scores were eliminated and the re-
I 
maining data was rerun . No significant differences were found . It is 
, •  
felt tha t interpretation of the revised data on sex differences for this group 
be made cautiously.  One may note that the elimina tion of a small per-
centage of scores reversed the results_. 
A Pearson !.. wa s used to assess the degree of relationship between 
individual subtests and total score for each subsample . An intercorre-
la tion ma trix was prepared for each age group to observe the various 
statistical interactions . It was determined tha t all subtests appear to 
be testing a bility independently of each other. Of all subte s ts , only 
Gross Color and Numeric Relationships correlated substantially with the 
total test s core for three-and-one-half-year-old s .  These would, there-
fore , be considered good predictors of total performance and might serve 
a s  potential screening items . The Numeric subtest varied to a substantial 
degree with total s core for four-and-one-half-year-olds also . Again, 
this subte s t  could be used as a predictor or s creening measure for this age 
group . No subte s t  correlated acceptably for four-year-olds . This is 
further indication of the independence of the various subtests . 
Reliability of the Fea ture Finders was s tudied on a pilot basis in 
terms of the ability of the test to rank order indi victuals in a similar man-
ner upon retest .  Five children from each subsample were randomly selected 
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and retested approxima tely two weeks after the first a dminis tration . A 
Spearman rho was computed f?r each set of scores for each subsample • 
. 
The obtained coefficient for three-and-one-half-year-olds was a low 
I 
0 .  30 which in.?J.ca tes that Fea ture Finders did not rank order these indi-
viduals in a similar manner. This' result could be due to such factors as 
age , sample size , learning and exalJliner variability . The coefficient for 
the four-year-olds was 0 .  90 which indicates a substantial amount of test-
retest agreement. The resultant coefficient for four:-and-one-half-year-
olds was 0 .  80 which is still relatively high considering sample size . A 
modified Spearman-Brown revealed tha t less than 1 5  observers each would 
be needed to achieve a coefficient of 0 .  95 for the four- and four-and-one-
half-year-olds . In addition to viewing test-retest statistically, graphs 
were plotted,  for the purpose of observing mean test-rete s t  scores per 
subte s t  for each subsample . In genera l ,  mean subtest scores upon retest 
were in very close agreement with the first  administration. This was true 
for each subsample . Discrepancies where they existed were small and 
usually demonstrated an increa se implying a transfer of lea ming effect. 
· To determine how much confidence can be placed on the descriptive 
measures so far utilized, the Standard Error of the Mean and the S tandard 
Error of the Measure were applied . The Standard Error of the Mean for 
each subsample did not vary beyond + 2 .  0 7  of the means . The Standard 
Error of the Measure is based directly on the previously obtained reliability 
coefficient. The Standard Error of the Measure for three-and-one-half-
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year-olds was 1 1 . 6 6  which indicates that an individual true s core would 
vary somewhere between 1 1 .  6 6  + his obtained s core . A wide degree of 
variability was expected since the reliability coefficient wa s so low . 
The resultant Standard Error of the Meas ure for four-year-olds was 3 .  3 1  
which is an a cceptable degree of variability. The Standard Error of the 
Measure for four-and-one-half-year-olds wa s 6 .  03 which indicates an 
intermediate amount of variability compared to the three-and-one-half­
and four-year-olds .  A smaller Standard Error of the Meas ure would be 
desirable for this group . 
The final interpretation of Feature Finders scores wa s concerned with 
a n  Index of Item Difficulty . This was constructed for each i tem for each 
subsample . As would be expected,  certain items decre_a s e  in difficulty 
with increa sed chronological age.  This index can be clinically useful in 
determining just where to begin within a certain feature category . Certain 
revisions on the basis of the results have been suggested. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of the present inves tigation was to evaluate Fea ture 
Finders a s  a useful clinical tool . The basic me thodological procedure 
consisted of genera ting normative data on. a population of pre-school 
children and analyzing the resulting statistical characteris tics . Speci-
fically, the following ques tions were posed at the outset of this 
investigation . 
1 . What is the shape of the dis tribution of Fea ture Finder 
scores for a population of pre-school children ranging in 
age from 3 , 3 to 4 , 9 years ? 
2 .  Do s ta tis tically significant differences exist between 
boys and girls for Fea ture Finders scores a t  each age 
level ? 
3 .  What are the relationships between total test scores and 
all subtests for each subsample ? 
4 .  Wha t are the temporal reliability characteristics of the 
Feature Finders for each subsample ? 
5 .  Wha t i s  the s tandard error of the mean and the standard 
error of the measure for Fea ture Finders scores a t  ea ch 
age leve l ?  
6 .  Wha t is the index of item difficulty for each of the 
items for each subsample ? 
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Feature Finders w a s  administered to 1 3 4  children ranging i n  age from 
three-and-one-half to four-and-one-half. They were divided into three sub-
samples according to age a t  six month intervals . For test-rete s t  compari-
' 
sons , five chddren from each of the subsamples were readminis tered the 
Fea ture Finders approximately two weeks after the firs t  tes t .  
The distributions of Feature Finders scores were described i n  terms of 
central tendency, variance , and shape . Sex differences were a s ses sed by 
means of the ..!.. tes t .  Relationships between total test s core and all sub-
tests were analyzed in terms of the Pearson .!:.._. Temporal reliability was 
investigated on an explora tory basis utilizing the Spearman rho rank order 
coefficient. Standard error of the mean and standard error of the measure 
were computed and discus sed. An index of i tern difficulty was prepared 
based on the percentage correct scores for each item . The above s ta ti s-
tics were a pplied to the results of each subsample and subsequently 
interpreted . 
Conclusions 
The s ta tis ti cal analyses a s  outlined above resulted in the following 
conclusions concerning the Feature Finders Tes t .  
1 .  The distribution of mean Fea ture Finders scores 
a .  wa s mesokurtic and negatively skewed for three-and-
one-half and four-year-olds . 
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b .  indicated an es sentially normal dis tribution with dis­
crimina ting pow�r a t  the low end for the above two 
subsample s .  
c .  was pla tykurtic and minimally skewed for four-and­
one-half-year-olds .  
d .  indicated lesser discrimina ting power a t  the low end 
for four-and-one-half-year-olds .  
e .  is most clinically useful for three-and-one-half and 
four-year-olds in identifying the potential clinical 
population . 
2 .  Concerning differences in mean scores between boys and girls 
a .  ability to a ttend to features is not rela ted to the sex 
of three-and-one-half and four-and-one-half-year-olds . 
b .  significant differences were initially obtained for 
four-year-olds in favor of fema les . Certain scores 
were identified as possibly being non..:representa tive 
of the normal population . On this premis e ,  thes e  
scores were eliminated and data w a s  rerun, resulting 
in a reversal of findings , i . e . ,  no significant differ­
ences for this subsample . For this reason, ca.i tious 
interpretation of sex differences for four-year-olds is 
recommended . 
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c .  the presence or absence of sex differences would not 
differentially effect therapy planned on the basis of 
Fea ture Finders results . 
3 .  Relationships between subtests and total s core 
a .  revealed no high correlations of the designa ted magnitude 
of 0 .  80 between s ubtes ts for all  subsample s .  
b .  indicated that all subtests vary independently of each 
other for each subsample . 
c .  implied tha t Feature Finders is a heterogeneous test, i . e . , 
each subtest taps ability independently of the others . 
Performance on one i s  not dependent on performance on 
another. 
d .  revealed tha t the subtests Gross Color and Numeric Rela­
tionships varied to a substantial degree with total score , 
for three-and-one-half-year-olds . 
e .  implied that Gross Color and Numeric Relationships could 
be used a s  predictors of total performance or screening 
mea s ures of a ttention to features among three-and-one-
half-year-olds . 
f .  revealed that Numeric Relationships varied to a substantial 
degree with total s core for four-and-one-half-year-olds . 
g .  implied that the subtest  Numeric Relationships could be 
used a s  a predictor of total performance or a s  a s creening 
measure of a ttention to features among this age group. 
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h .  revealed no high correlations between subtests and total 
score for four-year-olds . 
4 .  Test-retest results indicated tha t 
a .  1.�hree-and-one-half-year-olds did not rank order themselves 
in a similar manner . 
b .  four-year-olds did rank order themselves in a substantially 
similar manner . 
c .  four-and-one-half-year-olds rank ordered themselves in an 
essentially similar manner . 
d .  Fea ture Finders is not temporally reliable for three-and­
one-half-year-olds , a t  least not demons trated in this s tudy . 
e .  for four and four-and-one-half-year-olds reliability a t  0 .  95 
can be obtained with less than 1 5  observers each . 
Gra phic representa lion of test-retest scores indicated that 
a .  all subsamples appeared to perform more s tabily as groups 
than individual rank orderings might indicate . 
b .  subtest scores in general showed a slight increa se upon 
retest for each subsample . 
c .  learning effects might have been a factor contributing to 
increa sed scores . 
5 .  Standard error of the mean 
a .  was within 2 .  07 for all subsamples . 
b .  was interpreted to mean tha t the sample mean did not vary 
appreciably from the population mean for all subsamples . 
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c .  was further indication of good reliability for the four-and 
and four-and-one-half-year-olds . 
Standard error of the measure 
a .  ·evidenced a wide amount of variability for three-and-one­
ha lf-year-olds . 
b .  was interpreted to mean low reliability for three-and-one­
half-year..'.olds . 
c .  evidenced a relatively small a mount of variability for four­
year-olds . 
d .  wa s interpreted to mean a high amount of reliability for 
four-year-olds . 
e .  evidenced a n  intermediate amount of variability a s  compared 
to the other subsamples . 
f .  w a s  interpreted to mean a moderate a mount of reliability 
for this group . 
g .  should be interpreted a s  trend da ta for all subsamples 
because of dependence upon previously obtained reliability 
coefficients . 
6 • The index of i tern difficulty 
a .  evidenced a decrease in difficulty level for certain items 
as a function of increased chronological age . 
b .  revealed certain i terns which are non-discriminating and 
which should be revised or eliminated. 
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c .  i s  clinically useful in determining base line be ha vi or 
within fea ture ca tegories . 
It can be generally a s serted that Fea ture Finders i s  mos t  clinically 
useful for four·· year olds in terms of dis crimina ting power and reliability 
chara cteri s tics . 
APPENDIX I 
TABLE 1 3  
INDEX O F  ITEM DIFFICUL1Y FOR EACH SUBSAMPLE 
Spatial Relationships 
3t 4 
Exp. Rec .  Exp. Rec . Exp. 
Easy in in in in in 
80-100 under under 
off next to 
Moderately Easy 
60- 80 under next to under off under 
Average Difficulty behind behind behind 
40- 60 off 
Modera te Difficulty off off above above 
20- 40 behind next to 
Very Difficult behind above next to beneath beneath 
0- 20 next to · beneath above 
beneath beneath 
above 
' 
.. 
4t 
Rec. 
in 
under 
off 
next to 
behind 
above 
beneath 
. 
'-J 
O'> 
TABLE 1 3--Continued 
Gross Color Visual Memory 
3! 4 4! 3! 4 4! 
-
.. 
Exp. Rec . Exp. Rec . Exp. Rec. 
Easy orange orange green orange 
80- 100 blue red green 
green blue 
blue 
. 
Moderately Easy orange orange red orange red 
60- 80 red red green red -...) -...) 
green green blue 
blue blue 
Average Difficulty Spontaneous 
. 
40- 60 orange orange orange 3 colors 3 colors 
red red red 
green green green 
blue blue blue 
Moderate Difficulty 3 colors 4 colors 4 colors 
20- 40 4 colors 4 colors 
Very Difficult 4 colors 
0- 20 4 colors 
TABLE 1 3--Continued 
Negatives 
3t 4 4t 3� 
Easy is not is not 
80-100 none none 
Moderately Easy is not isn' t  isn' t transposition 
60- 80 don ' t  don' t  don't 
isn't  
none 
Average Difficulty darkest 
40- 60 lightest 
Moderate Difficulty 
20- 40 
Very Difficult 
0- 2 0  discrimin-
a tion 
Fine Color 
4 
transposition 
darkest 
Ugh.test 
discrimin-
a tion 
41. . .  :i . 
.. 
transposition 
darkest 
lightest 
discrimin-
a tion 
. 
. 
'3 
CX> 
TABLE 1 3--Continued 
Numeric Rela ti.onships 
3t 4 4t 
Exp. Rec . Exp. Rec . Exp. Rec .  
Easy 1 1 1 2 1 
80-100 2 2 2 
Moderately Easy 2 3 3 3 
60- 80 2 3 4 4 4 
Average Difficulty 3 3 4 
40- 60 4 4 
Moderate Difficulty 
20- 40 
Very Difficult 
0- 20 
Equivalence and Conservation 
-
3t 4 4t 
. 
Equiv .  Equiv. Equiv .  
.. - Cons . I Cons . I 
Cons . I 
. 
Cons . II Cons . II Cons . II 
Cons . III Cons . III Cons . III 
'-3 
c.o 
Easy 
80-100 
Moderately Easy 
60- 80 
Average Difficulty 
40- 60 
Moderate Difficulty 
20- 40 
Very Difficult 
0- 20 
Visual Closure 
3! 4 
simple simple 
TABLE 13--Continued 
4! 
simple 
3! 
2 tower 
biggest 
littlest 
complex I complex big tower 
4 block 
pattern 
complex double s teps 
Puzzle Assembly 
4 
2 tower 
bigges t  
littlest  
big tower 
4 block 
pattern 
double steps 
4! 
2 tower 
bigges t  
littles t  · 
4 block 
pattern 
big tower 
double steps 
ex> 
0 
Easy 
80-100 
Moderately Easy 
60- 80 
Average Difficulty 
40- 60 
Moderate Difficulty 
20- 40 
Very Difficult 
0- 26 
TABLE 1 3-- Continued 
Problem Solving Temporal Relationships 
-
3i 4 4i 3i 4 4t 
** ** 
* *  * *  * *  
* ** 
* * " "** 
stacking s tacking ** ** * * *** 
* * * *  
stacking size size * * *  * ** 
size ** ** * * *** 
* * ** 
* * *** 
. 
co 
..... 
TABLE 1 3--Continued 
Tactile Discrimina tion Tactile Matching 
Shape Shape · .. -
3t 4 4t 3t 4 4t 
Easy sphere sphere sphere cube cube 
80-100 cone cone 
pyramid pyramid , 
Moderately Easy cube cube cube cube rectangle rectangle 
60- 80 pyramid pyramid cylinder cylinder 
Average Difficulty pyramid pyramid 
40- 60 
Moderate Difficulty 
20- 40 
Very Difficult 
0- 2 0  
rectangle sphere sphere 
sphere 
cone 
cylinder 
. 
00 
r-.> 
TABLE 13--Continued 
Tactile Discrimination 
Texture 
3t 4 4t 
Easy rough rough rough 
80-100 soft 
Moderately Easy soft smooth smooth 
60- 80 
Average Difficulty smooth soft 
40- 60 
Moderate Difficulty 
20- 40 
Very Difficult ' 
0- 2 0  
Expressive 
Texture 
3t 4 
rough rough 
soft soft 
-
.. 
4t 
soft 
rough co 
w 
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TABLE 1 4  
PERCENTAGE CORRECT FOR EACH ITEM FOR EACH SUBSAMPLE 
Age Groups 
Subtests 3! 4 4! 
Spatial Relationships-Expressive 
in 84 . 8  87 . 8  9 1 . 5  
under 6 5 . 2  7 5 . 6  72 . 3  
beneath 4 . 3  7 . 3  1 0 . 6  
above 2 . 2  1 4 . 6  2 1 .  3 
off 3 9 . 1  3 1 . 7 4 8 . 9  
next to 6 . 5  1 9 . 5  3 8 . 3  
behind 1 9 . 6  2 6 . 8  4 2 . 6  
Spatial Relationships-Receptive 
in 1 0 0 . 0  100 . 0  95 . 7  
under 89 . 1  85 . 0  9 3 . 6  
beneath 8 . 7  1 7 . 1  1 7 . 0  
above 1 5 . 2  29 . 3  2 5 . 5  
off 8 9 . 1  7 5 . 6  80 . 9  
next to 7 6 . 1  8 5 . 4  9 1 . 5  
behind 56 . 5  5 8 . 5  78 . 7  
Gross Color-Spontaneous 
red 4 5 . 7  48 . 8  40 . 4  
blue 4 3 . 5  5 3 . 7  46 . 8  
green 4 1 . 3  4 3 . 9  4 4 . 7  
orange 4 7 . 8  4 6 . 3  44 . 7  
Gross Color-Expressive 
red 63 . 0  7 8 . 0  6 6 . 0  
blue 6 3 . 0  82 . 9  7 6 . 6  
green 6 3 . 0  78 . 0  80 . 9  
orange 73 . 9  82 . 9  7 6 . 6  
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TABLE 1 4- - Continued 
Age Groups 
Subtests 3i 4 4i 
I 
Gro s s  .Color-��ceptive 
red 71 . 7  82 . 9  7 8 . 7  
blue 7 1 .  '7 92 . 7  80 . 9  
gr�en 7 6 . 1  82 . 9  87 . 2  
orange 82 . 6  90 . 2  9 3 . 6  
Visual Memory 
4 colors 1 0 . 9  3 6 . 6  2 1 . 3  
4 colors 1 3 . 0  3 6 . 6  34 . 0  
3 colors 2 8 . 3  4 6 . 3  5 5 . 3  
Nega tive Functions 
i s  not 6 9 . 6  9 0 . 2  87 . 2  
isn't  60 . 9  75 . 6  7 6 . 6  
none 60 . 9  80 . 5  83 . 0  
don ' t  6 5 . 2  7 8 . 0  7 6 . 6  
Fine Color Discrimination 
Memory for Shades 1 0 . 9  2 2 . 0  2 9 . 8  
Darkest 5 8 . 7  68 . 3  7 0 . 2  
Lightest 4 7 . 8  4 1 . 5  63 . 8  
Trans position 60 . 9  7 5 . 6  80 . 9  
Numeric Relationships-Expre ssive 
3 43 . 5  7 5 . 6  7 2 . 3  
4 4 3 . 5  58 . 5  72 . 3  
2 60 . 9  7 5 . 6  87 . 2  
Numeric Relationships-Receptive 
3 5 0 . 0  7 3 . 2  74 . 5  
1 93 . 5  9 7 . 6  9 7 . 9  
4 4 5 . 7  63 . 4  7 4 . 5  
2 82 . 6  90 . 2  95 . 7  
Equivalence 73 . 9  7 5 . 6  78 . 7  
Conservation 
I 47 . 8  68 . 3  6 1 . 7 
II 2 8 . 3  3 6 . 6  3 6 . 2  
III 32 . 6  2 4 . 4  4 0 . 4  
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TABLE 14--Continued 
Age Groups 
Subtests 3� . 4� 4 
Visual Closur� 
simple 7 3 . 9  7 0 . 7  7 8 . 7  
complex 1 9 . 6  3 6 . 6  2 5 . 5  
Puzzle Assembly 
2 tower 80 . 4  80 . 5  87 . 2  
4 block 2 6 . 1  3 6 . 6  40 . 4  
biggest 7 6 . 1  8 7 . 8  85 . l  
littles t  6 3 . 0  6 8 . 3  7 8 . 7  
big tower 2 1 . 7 2 9 . 3  3 6 . 2  
double s teps 1 9 . 6  2 2 . 0  34 . 0  
Problem Solving 
s tacking 1 3 . 0  2 2 . 0  3 1 . 9 
size 1 3 . 0  1 4 . 6  1 4 . 9  
Temporal Relationships 
** 7 6 . 1  80 . 5  87 . 2  
* * *  1 3 . 0  1 9 . 5  40 . 4  
* * * *  8 . 7  2 2 . 0  4 2 . 6  
* *  * *  1 5 . 2  34 . 1  6 1 . 7 
* * *** 6 . 5  4 . 9  3 1 . 9  
Tactile Discrimina tion-Shape 
pyramid 4 5 . 7  56 . 1  6 6 . 0  
sphere 89 . 1  87 . 8  8 5 . 1  
cube 6 3 . 0  6 5 . 9  7 6 . 6  
Matching 
sphere 7 1 . 7  7 8 . 0  72 . 3  
cube 78 . 3  85 . 4  83 . 0  
cone 7 8 . 3  82 . 9  9 1 . 5  
rectangle 71 . 7 70 . 7  70 . 2  
cylinder 6 9 . 6  7 8 . 0  7 0 . 2  
pyramid 7 8 .  3 92 . 0  87 . 2  
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TABLE 14-- Continued 
.Age Grou ps 
Subte sts 3t 4 4! 
Tactile Discrimination-Texture 
smooth 45 . 7  73 . 2  7 4 . 5  
soft 7 1 . 7  5 3 . 7  83 . 0  
rough 87 . 0  82 . 9  85 . l  
Expressive 
rough 6 3 . 0  61 . 0 68 . 1  
soft 7 3 . 9  65 . 9  80 . 9  
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FEATURE FINDERS TEST 
FEATURE FINDERS 
Name: 
------------
Sex: M F Race: C N 0 Date of Test: 
-----
yr. mo . day 
Parental Occupation: mother 
------------ Date of Birth: 
-----
father 
---------
yr. mo . day 
Source: Nursery School 
-----------
CA: 
-----
Head Start 
Sunday School Other: 
------------
SCORES: 
1 .  /7 /7 5. /4 9 .  /2 
2 . /1 2 6 .  /5 /4 1 0 .  /5 Total Score : /77 
3 . /J 7. /2 1 1 .  /9 Comments: 
4 . L4 8 .  /6 1 2 .  LS 
Subtest 1 .  Spatial Relationships 
A .  Material s :  1 box 
1 red block 
B .  Verbal Directives:  
1 .  What is your name for this ? (block) 
2 .  What is your name for this ? (box) 
E orients child to task by asking -
WHERE IS THE BLOCK FOR PREP .  ON . 
If S does not know , E teaches . Then 
E asks the following first for Exp . -
then Rec .  
3 .  Where is the block ? 
4 . Put the block the box . 
---
Subtest 2 .  Gros s Color 
A .  Materials : R ,  B ,  G ,  0 
B .  Verbal Directive s :  
1 .  TELL ME ABOUT THESE. (If child 
spontaneously performs correctly then give 
credit for the next two verbal directives 
(Exp . and Rec . )  . 
2 .  If no spontaneous response then E 
says WHAT COLOR IS THIS ? (Repeat for 
all colors as listed. If performed cor­
rectly then give credit for Exp . and the 
next item - Reception . 
3 .  If S doesn't  name colors , test recep­
tive knowledge . Say - SHOW ME THE 
___ BLOCK , ETC . a s  listed. 
Exp. 
( 4) 
( 5) 
( 6)  
( 7)  
( 8) 
( 9) 
(1 O) 
1 .  Blue 
2 . Green 
3 . Red 
4 .  Orange 
1 
Rec . 
IN (1 1 ) 
UNDER (1 2)  
BENEATH (1 3) 
ABOVE (14) 
OFF (1 S) 
NEXT TO (16)  
BEHIND (17)  
0 
Rec. 
C3J 
2 
Spont. Exp . Rec .  
(1 8) __ (2 2 ) __ (2 6 ) __ 
(19)  __ (23) __ (27) __ 
(2 0 ) __ (24) __ (2 8) __ 
(2 1 )  __ (25) __ (2 9) __ 
Subtest 3 .  Visual Memory 
A .  Material s :  R ,  B ,  G,  0 
B .  Verbal Directive s :  
E makes a train saying - WATCH - FIRST 
THIS ONE , THEN THIS ONE, ETC . Allow 
5 seconds , then scramble and say -
NOW , MAKE ONE JUST LIKE MINE (Repeat 
for each one as listed) 
*If S is unable to reproduce the two 4 
block patterns , then give three . If he 
performs succes sfully on both 4 block 
patterns then give credit for #3 . 
Subtest 4 .  Negative Functions 
A .  Material s :  1 box 
R , B , G , O  
B .  Verbal Directives :  
1 .  PUT ONE THAT IS NOT RED IN THE BOX. 
2 .  PUT ONE THAT ISN' T GREEN IN THE BOX. 
3 .  PUT NONE IN THE BOX. 
4 .  PUT TWO IN THE BOX BUT DON ' T  PUT 
THE BLUE ONE IN . 
3 
(30 ) __ l . Red, Blue , Green ,  Orange 
(3 1 )  __ 2 .  Green , Red, Orange , Blue 
(3 2 )  __ 3 .  Red, Orange , Blue 
4 
(33) __ 1 .  Is not 
(34) __ 2 .  Isn't 
(35) __ 3 .  None 
(36) __ 4 .  Don't  
Subtest 5 .  Fine Color Discrimination 
A .  Materi al s :  1 box 
4 blocks shaded from light blue 
to dark blue 
B .  Verbal Directive s :  
1 .  E presents the 4 blocks from lightest to 
darkest in front of S and say - LET'S MAKE 
ANOTHER TRAIN - THIS ONE HERE , THIS ONE 
HERE , ETC . (Placing them from lightest to 
darkest) . Wait 5 sec . then scramble and say 
MAKE ONE JUST LIKE MINE. 
2 &3 . E then presents the 3 lightest blocks and 
says - PUT THE DARKEST ONE IN THE BOX __ 
PUT THE LIGHTEST ONE IN THE BOX_ 
Then E removes 2 lightest and replaces with 
4th dark blue block (what was previously the 
darkest now becomes lightes t  on this item) . 
E says - PUT THE DARKEST ONE IN THE BOX. 
Subtest 6 .  Numeric Relationships 
Part I -
A .  Materials :  1 box 
4 orange blocks 
B .  Verbal Directives : 
To test expressive knowledge - ask -
HOW MANY DO I HAVE ? - for each 
number as listed . (If performed cor-
rectly give credit for both Exp . and 
Rec . If S fails Exp . then say PUT __ 
IN THE BOX for each number a s  listed . )  
(37) __ 1 .  Reproduces train of 
shades 
(38) __ 2 .  Darkest 
(39) __ 3 .  Lightest 
5 
(40) __ 4 .  Darkest - Transposition 
Exp. Rec. 
(4 1 )  3 __ 3 __ (44) 
l __ (45) 
(42) 4 __ 4. __ (46) 
(43) 2 __ 2 __ (47) 
6 
Cont. Part II - Numerical Relationships 
A .  Material s :  4 orange blocks 
6 small orange squares (paper) 
B .  Verbal Directives :  
Place 4 orange blocks evenly spaced in front of S .  
Say - PUT OUT ENOUGH S QUARES FOR ALL THE 
BLOCKS BUT NOT TOO MANY . (Tests knowledge 
of equivalence) 
Conservation -
Materials:  9 orange blocks . Present as illustrated . 
For each i tern say - WHICH HAS MORE? 
1 · r r r 1 1 ·1
El B e a 
3. m � 
Subtest 7 .  Visual Closure 
A .  Materials:  Item 1 - 3 orange 
1 b , g , o  
B .  Verbal Directive s :  
1 black silhouette 
7 
(48) ___ 1 .  Equivalence 
(49)  2 .  Conservation 
(50) ___ 3 .  Conservation 
(5 1 )  ___ 4 .  Conservation 
8 
Present a s  illustrated and say - WHICH 
ONE GOES HERE (E points to black patch) 
(52) __ 1 .  correct 
placement of orange 
---------�
Materials :  (Item 2 ) - 3 o ,  3 b ,  3g 
- 1 black silhouette 
Present as illustrated and say - WHICH 
ONE GOES HERE (E points to black patch) 
block 
(53) __ 2 .  correct 
placement of blue 
---------�
block 
Subtest 8 .  Puzzle As sembly 
A .  Materials :  1 2  green blocks (includes 3 
glued puzzle parts and 4 
single blocks) 
B .  Verbal Directive s :  
1 .  E presents piece 1 and 4 single blocks 
(two tower stack) . E says - MAKE ONE 
JUST LIKE MINE . (When finished move 
piece 1 to the side) 
2 .  E presents piece 2 (4 block pattern) and 
says - SEE THIS - MAKE ONE JUST LIKE MINE . 
3 & 4 .  E removes 4 single blocks and presents piece 
3 in line with piece 1 and 2 and says - SHOW 
ME THE BIGGEST • SHOW ME THE LITTLEST 
--
5 .  E constructs big tower and allows S to observe 
for 5 sec . Then E s crambles and says - MAKE 
ONE JUST LIKE MINE . 
6 .  E constructs double steps and allows S to ob­
serve for 5 sec . Then s crambles and says -
MAKE ONE JUST LIKE MINE . 
Subtest 9 - Problem Solving I 
A .  Materials - 1 box 
2 blocks 
B .  Verbal Directive s :  
HERE ARE TWO IN THE BOX (E puts two in 
bottom of box and s hows to S) . 
HIDE TWO UNDER THE BOX 
Problem Solving II 
A .  Materials - 1 box 
1 g single block 
2 g glued blocks 
3 g glued blocks 
B .  Verbal Directives :  
E places box upside down i n  front of S .  
Then places blocks in scattered fashion 
next to box . E says - THIS IS MY HOUSE , 
BUILD SOME STEPS FOR MY HOUSE . 
9 
(54) __ 1 .  2 Tower stack 
(55) __ 2 .  4 Block pattern 
(56) __ 3 .  Biggest 
(57) __ 4 .  Littlest 
(58) __ 5 .  Big tower 
(59) __ 6 .  Dou�ps 
Behavioral Strategy Checklist 
8 9 
__ Immediate Insight(4) 
__ Trial & Error Ace. (3) 
__ Corrected (2) 
Trial & Error !na e .  (1)  
__ No a ttempt 
Verbalization (+l ) 
Total 
---
(60) __ 1 .  Stacked blocks 
(6 1 )  __ 2 .  Shows progression 
of size 
Subtest 1 0 .  Temporal Relationships 
A .  Materials:  2 blocks - 1 for E 
1 for S 
B .  Verbal Directive s :  
First E demonstrates and teaches activity 
as follow s :  Take one block and tap once 
on desk . Say - LISTEN - NOW YOU DO 
IT.  Repeat but this time have S close 
eyes . Say - LISTEN - NOW YOU DO IT . 
When S understands task, then proceed as 
listed. Always have child close eyes or 
cover eyes for each i tern . Always say -
LISTEN - NOW YOU DO I T .  
Subtest 1 1 . Shape (Tactile Discrimination) 
A .  Material s :  2 sets of shapes - pyramid, cube , 
sphere , cylinder 
1 sack 
B. Verbal Directive s :  
To orient S to task - have S match up the 
two sets . This is not s cored .  When S sees 
the sets matched , then put one set in sack -
present 1 of the remaining shapes at a time 
as listed and say - FIND THE OTHER ONE 
IN HERE . 
Match 1 set of shapes to inserts 
A .  Materials : 1 complete set of shapes 
1 s tyrofoam container 
B .  Verbal Directives : 
E says - PUT THESE AWAY PLEASE . 
1 1  
(62 )  l .  __ * *  
(63) 2 • * * *  
(64) 3 · -- * * * *  
(65) 4 .  ** ** 
(66) 5 .  * * *** 
1 2  
Tac ti on 
(67) __ 1 .  Pyramid 
(68) __ 2 .  Sphere 
(69) __ 3 .  Cube 
Match to Insert 
(70) __ 4 .  Sphere (73 )  __ 7 .  Rect . 
(7 1 ) __ 5 . Cube (74) __ 8 .  Cyl . 
(7 2 ) __ 6 . Cone (7 5 ) __ 9 . Pyramid 
Subtest 1 2 .  Texture Discrimination (Tactile Skill) 
A .  Material s :  2 sets of textured blocks 
2 smooth, 2 soft, 2 rough 
1 sack 
B .  Verbal Directive s :  
Show S both set s .  Put one set in sack ,  Then , 
present 1 textured cube a t  a time in the order 
listed and say - FIND THE OTHER ONE . 
Then place 3 textured blocks in front of S -
Say -
WHICH ONE IS ROUGH ? 
WHICH ONE IS SOFT ? 
I .  General Scoring Procedure: 
(76) 
(77) 
(7 8) 
(79) 
(80) 
Taction 
1 .  Smooth 
---
2 .  Soft 
---
---
3 .  Rough 
Expres sion 
4 .  Rough 
---
5 .  Soft 
---
All responses are s cored (+) or (-) . Examiner will be referred to a s  E and subject 
as S .  E may repeat questions when S does not seem to understand. 
1 3  
A checklist of behavioral strategies accompanies Subtests 8 and 9 .  This is s cored 
numerically a s  indicated and not included in the tally . It will be considered sep­
arate from the test itself. 
To introduce Feature Finders to a child, place the box and one colored block in 
front of the child. Ask 11 Tell me your name for this 11 for ea ch . If child does not 
respond in either cas e ,  suggest that the large block be called box and the cube 
be called block . The Verbal Directives for each subtest appear in capital letters 
on the test blank . The test consists of 77  items distributed over 1 2  subtests . 
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